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Abstract

With each technology generation we get more transistors per chip. Whilst processor frequencies have increased over the past few decades, memory speeds have not kept pace. Therefore, more and more transistors are devoted to on-chip caches to reduce latency to data and help achieve high performance.

On-chip caches consume a significant fraction of the processor energy budget but need to deliver high performance. Therefore cache resources should be optimized to meet the requirements of the running applications. Fixed configuration caches are designed to deliver low average memory access times across a wide range of potential applications. However, this can lead to excessive energy consumption for applications that do not require the full capacity or associativity of the cache at all times. Furthermore, in systems where the clock period is constrained by the access times of level-1 caches, the clock frequency for all applications is effectively limited by the cache requirements of the most demanding phase within the most demanding application. This motivates the need for dynamic adaptation of cache configurations in order to optimize performance while minimizing energy consumption, on a per-application basis.

First, this thesis proposes an energy-efficient cache architecture for a single core system, along with a run-time support framework for dynamic adaptation of cache size and associativity through the use of machine learning. The machine learning model, which is trained offline, profiles the application’s cache usage and then reconfigures the cache according to the program’s requirement. The proposed cache architecture has, on average, 18% better energy-delay product than the prior state-of-the-art cache architectures proposed in the literature.

Next, this thesis proposes cooperative partitioning, an energy-efficient cache partitioning scheme for multi-core systems that share the Last Level Cache (LLC), with a core to LLC cache way ratio of 1:4. The proposed cache partitioning scheme uses small auxiliary tags to capture each core’s cache requirements, and partitions the LLC according to the individual cores cache requirement. The proposed partitioning uses a way-aligned scheme that helps in the reduction of both dynamic and static energy. This scheme, on an average offers 70% and 30% reduction in dynamic and static energy respectively, while maintaining high performance on par with state-of-the-art cache partitioning schemes.

Finally, when Last Level Cache (LLC) ways are equal to or less than the number of cores present in many-core systems, cooperative partitioning cannot be used for partitioning the LLC. This thesis proposes a region aware cache partitioning scheme
as an energy-efficient approach for many core systems that share the LLC, with a core to LLC way ratio of 1:2 and 1:1. The proposed partitioning, on an average offers 68% and 33% reduction in dynamic and static energy respectively, while again maintaining high performance on par with state-of-the-art LLC cache management techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computers have evolved tremendously over years, from the difference engine to transistors. This evolution has seen an increase in computing performance with a reduction in size of the computing unit. With the introduction of the first microprocessor from Intel in 1971 to recent embedded and high performance systems, advancement in semiconductor technologies has seen the transistor count per silicon area double every eighteen months in accordance with Moore’s law [96], as stated by Gordon E. Moore.

This increase in transistor count per silicon area has led to the addition of more circuitry to improve performance. Such circuitry includes the addition of on-chip caches, branch predictors, deep pipelines, out-of-order, superscalar engines and speculative execution. With the addition of these, the single-core performance has improved considerably and has now reached a point where a small amount of performance improvement requires a significant number of transistors. The failure of Dennard scaling (Dennard et al. [28]) has meant that complex designs require too much power. So performance now comes from multiple, simpler cores. Moreover the design has also become more complex with current-swings and signal noise leading to the end of the single core system.

The most effective way of utilizing the available transistors is to add more processing cores on-chip, beginning a new-era of chip multiprocessors (CMPs). CMP achieves more performance over a single core system by exploiting thread level parallelism (TLP). CMPs mitigate the design complexity and thermal issues present in a single core by uniformly spreading the computational resources across the chip as parts of the different cores in the CMP. Some of the recent examples of CMPs include, four-core Intel i7, six-core AMD Phenom X2, eight-core UltraSPARC T2, eight-core AMD Bulldozer etc..
Figure 1.1: Example showing the gap in performance between the processor and memory [49].

1.1 The Problem

Over recent years, processor speeds have increased at a faster rate than DRAM speeds [49]. This trend is shown in Figure 1.1. Current generation processors have main memory access latency of more than 300 processor cycles and projections show that this will increase in near future [134]. The memory acts as a barrier/wall to achieve more performance. This is often referred as the Memory Wall [136].

To bridge the gap between the processor and main memory, caches are used to keep frequently-used data needed by the cores. Performance improvement is achieved by serving the request directly from caches, which are faster than DRAM.

Due to varying cache requirement of applications, the working sets of some applications fit in a small cache, which is more energy efficient, and some require a large cache to fit the working set. Hence designers use a hierarchy of caches to strike a balance between small and large cache size. The caches closer to the processor are smaller and faster since they are optimised for speed. Caches further away are slower and optimised for energy or area.

First level caches have an impact on the processor access time, as they will be accessed first and also need to serve the incoming request at a faster rate compared to Last Level Cache (LLC). Hence they need to be designed effectively than the LLC. Comparatively, LLCs do not have the strict access time constraints of first level caches. A miss in the LLC will access the main memory, which will take hundreds of processor cycles. Hence they need to be effectively managed.

As technology advances in CMOS, the power dissipation of modern micropro-
Processors is a primary design constraint across all processing domains, from embedded devices to high performance chips. Shrinking feature sizes and increasing numbers of transistors packed onto a single die only exacerbate this issue. Schemes are urgently required to tackle power dissipation, yet still deliver high performance from the system. Cache memories occupy the majority of chip area and are a key target for energy reduction. For instance, 60% of the StrongARMs area is devoted to caches [88].

In a single core system, fixed configuration caches must be designed to deliver low average memory access times across a wide range of potential applications. However, this can lead to excessive energy consumption for applications that do not require the full capacity or associativity of the cache at all times. Customizing the cache parameters like cache size, line size and associativity according to an application, yields better utilization of the cache. Prior cache architectures in the literature were good at offering static reconfiguration, that is, finding the best cache parameters for an application through offline profiling and then running the application with those predetermined configurations yielding better power and performance when compared to running them with a fixed baseline configuration. However, reconfiguring the cache according to the phase of an application requires new cache architectures to support effective runtime reconfiguration without completely flushing the cache between phases.

In a multi-core system, with a core to LLC way ratio of 1:4, each core has a private first level cache and they all share the LLC. Intelligently partitioning the last-level cache within a chip multiprocessor can bring significant performance improvements. Resources are given to the applications that can benefit most from them, restricting each core to a number of logical cache ways. However, although overall performance is increased, existing schemes fail to consider energy saving when making their partitioning decisions. When each core executes a different application, commonly known as a multi-programmed scenario or when it executes different regions of the same program, commonly known as a multi-threaded scenario, their memory requirement varies. Hence the LLC needs to be effectively shared among the cores. Existing cache partitioning schemes in the literature have partitioned the LLC for improved performance. As the technology advances in CMOS, static energy dissipation will be dominant and require more attention than dynamic energy.

In a many-core system, as the number of processing cores increases, the core-to-way ratio in the last level cache (LLC) becomes 1:2 or 1:1, presenting problems to existing cache partitioning techniques which require more ways than cores. Further, effective energy management of the LLC becomes increasingly important due to its
1.2 Motivation

The previous section described the need for an energy efficient cache management schemes. This section motivates the need by presenting two examples. First, it presents an example of a fully utilized cache. Second, it presents an example of an under utilized cache.

1.2.1 LLC - fully utilized

Figure 1.2 shows two applications, *astar* and *dealii* from SPECCPU2006 [122] benchmark that runs on a two-core system. The Y-axis represents Misses Per 1000 Instructions (MPKI) and X-axis represents the number of ways allocated from a 2MB, 8-way LLC cache. In a two-core system, one core is kept idle, an application, for example, *astar* is executed on the remaining core. The MPKI value for *astar* application that runs with the cache ways from one to eight in a 2MB 8-way LLC cache are plotted as shown in Figure 1.2. The same process is repeated for *dealii* application and the MPKI size. Most previous work on cache energy savings are based on single-core designs and are either focused on turning off parts of the cache memory to save static energy or on predicting the way that will be accessed, thereby saving dynamic energy. However, these techniques are mostly inapplicable to the LLC.

Figure 1.2: Example showing the heavy cache requirement of two applications that share a LLC.
values are plotted.

When *astar* and *dealii* applications run in a two core system that share a LLC, both applications compete for the LLC cache space by one application trying to evict others’ data, leading to a performance degradation. This shows a need for the cache partitioning scheme that identifies each application’s cache requirement and partitions the cache accordingly.

The cache partitioning should be able to identify each applications’ cache requirement and partition the cache according to its requirement. Assuming, the partition decision is made and is shown in arrows in Figure 1.2. Accordingly, the *astar* application gets six ways and *dealii* gets two ways. When more cache ways are given to *dealii* application, the performance improvement achieved over the allocation of extra ways is less than 2%. Therefore, providing more cache ways beyond this results in diminishing improvement in performance.

This thesis proposes an energy efficient cache partitioning scheme that activates only the required cache ways that has the application’s data. This leads to the reduction in dynamic power. Since all the cache ways are utilized, the static power is not reduced.

### 1.2.2 LLC - under utilized

Figure 1.3 shows two applications, *xalan* and *dealii* that run in a two core system. These applications do not benefit from a big cache. Assuming, the partition decision is made and is shown in arrows in Figure 1.2. Accordingly, *xalan* application gets three ways and *dealii* gets two ways. Providing more cache ways beyond this, results in diminishing improvement in performance.

This thesis proposes an energy efficient cache partitioning scheme that upon receiving the cache access request, activates only the required cache ways that has the requesting application’s data. This reduces the dynamic power by activating only the required cache ways. The remaining three cache ways will be turned-off to reduce the static power. Thus both dynamic and static power reduction is achieved by using an energy efficient cache partitioning scheme.

### 1.3 Contributions

This dissertation makes the following contributions:

- This dissertation presents a new reconfigurable cache architecture namely, Smart
Figure 1.3: Example showing the minimal cache requirement of two applications that share a LLC.

cache for the single core system to support effective runtime reconfiguration, by avoiding complete flushing of the data between program phases. The Smart cache organizes cache way at set boundaries, which avoids flushing of data back to memory when increasing the associativity but keeping the cache size fixed. The energy-delay of the proposed Smart cache is on average 18% better than state-of-the-art cache reconfiguration architectures. A decision tree based machine learning model that predicts the cache configurations for the current program phase based on its observation from the previous phase is used to drive the proposed cache architecture. Smart cache offers an average reduction in energy-delay product of 17% in the data cache (just 1% away from an oracle result) and 34% in the level-2 cache (just 5% away from an oracle), with an overall performance degradation of less than 2% compared with a baseline statically-configured cache. The Smart cache is most suitable for embedded systems that have a single processing core and are power efficient.

This dissertation presents an energy efficient cache partitioning technique, namely cooperative partitioning for a multi-core CMP that has a core-to-LLC way ratio of 1:4. The assumption of this core-to-LLC way ratio holds for desktop systems with two or four cores, sharing an 8-way or a 16-way LLC respectively. Commercial examples that have this core-to-LLC way ratio include Intel’s two-core Core2Duo and Intel’s four-core i7. Cooperative partitioning uses shadow tags (32 sampled sets from LLC) to monitor the LLC requirement of each application running on an individual core and LLC partition decisions are taken accordingly.
Results show that cooperative partitioning offers an average dynamic and static energy saving of 35% and 25% respectively, compared to a fixed partitioning scheme. In addition, Cooperative Partitioning maintains high performance while transferring ways five times faster than an existing state-of-the-art technique.

- Finally, this dissertation presents the Region Aware Cache Partitioning (RECAP) technique for many-core CMP that has a core-to-LLC way ratio of 1:2 or 1:1. As there are equal or less number of cache ways available than the number of cores in CMP, the state-of-the-art cache partitioning techniques cannot be applied. Like the state-of-the-art partitioning schemes, RECAP monitors the LLC requirement of each application running on an individual core. However, it significantly differs from the rest by collectively grouping the application based on the cache requirement and left justifies the group. Results for a 8-core CMP running multiprogrammed and multi-threaded workloads, show that RECAP achieves 68% dynamic and 33% static energy savings and 77% dynamic energy and 60% static energy respectively from the shared LLC with no performance loss.

1.4 Structure

This thesis is organized into six chapters and are as follows

Chapter 2 presents background information. It presents the necessary background on caches, in terms of fundamental concepts, cache organization in single, multi and many core processors.

Chapter 3 presents the related work. It discusses the research on cache management for single, multi and many core processors.

Chapter 4 presents SMART cache, a new cache architecture for single core system. First, it discusses the related work in reconfigurable caches present in single core systems. Second, it presents the new architecture and evaluates its significance compared to the existing state-of-the-art cache architectures. Finally, it presents a decision tree based machine learning model to drive the proposed cache architecture. This chapter is based on the work published in [129, 126, 128].

Chapter 5 presents cooperative partitioning, a cache partitioning scheme for multi-cores that share the LLC. First it presents a new cache partitioning framework. Second, it presents the prior work on cache partitioning. Third, it describes the simulation
environment and evaluation methodology. Finally it discusses related work in cache partitioning for multi-core systems. This chapter is based on the work published in [130].

Chapter 6 presents RECAP, a cache partitioning framework for future many core CMPs. First it presents the proposed cache partitioning framework. Second, it evaluates the proposed scheme to the existing state-of-the-art cache partitioning schemes. Third, it presents the evaluation methodology and result analysis. Finally, it discusses the related work in cache management for many-core CMPs. This chapter is based on the work published in [127].

Chapter 7 presents the summary and directions for future work.

1.5 Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of the problem associated with shared caches present in single, multi and many core processors. It has provided an outline of the thesis, specifically dedicating three chapters to target the problems associated with shared caches in single, multi and many core processors. The next chapter provides the background information on caches and their organization in single, multi and many core processors.
Chapter 2

Background On Caches And Machine Learning

This chapter provides a basic introduction to caches and describes various cache parameters that impact processor performance. This chapter also provides an introduction to machine learning models such as decision trees and linear regression models that are used in the thesis.

2.1 Terminology

The major limitation to processor performance has been access to main memory, which is two orders of magnitude slower than the processor. The term cache refers to a buffer that stores a small amount of recently-used data. It is usually placed between the processor and main memory, such that it stores/caches the frequently accessed data of a program. Caches exploit temporal locality by caching recently-used data, and spatial locality by caching data that is physically close to other used data. Therefore, it tries to mask the difference in speed between the processor and memory.

Due to cost and area constraints, caches cannot be large enough to hold the entire working set of most programs, therefore a design trade-off is made with respect to the available area and expected processor performance. Cache parameters like cache size, line size and associativity play a major role in determining the performance of the processor. Cache size refers to the available cache space in bytes. Line size refers to the cache line width in bytes. This is circled and shown in Figure 2.1. Cache associativity refers to the number of available cache ways in the cache.

Processor performance depends on both, cache hit and cache miss. A cache hit
occurs when a memory request is satisfied from the cache. A cache miss is classified as either, a capacity miss, a conflict miss or a compulsory miss [53]. Capacity misses is due to the working set of the program does not fit in the cache. These misses are reduced by increasing the cache size. Conflict misses occurring due to the working sets that compete for the same cache line and are reduced by increasing the cache associativity. Compulsory misses occur due to the cache being empty at the start of the program execution. It cannot be avoided, as the cache will be empty at the start.

Applications that have a small working set require a single level cache, whereas some other applications require a multi level caches to fit their working set. Hierarchies of caches have a fast access time and also consume less dynamic power compared to a single large cache. The processor designers use multi level caches to filter out the accesses to memory by serving the incoming request from the processor through the hierarchy of caches.

In a system with multi level caches, some of them are private, which means that only a particular core can access the cache and some of them are shared among cores, which means that all cores can access the shared cache. This is shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.1 shows a layout of a cache. It assumes a virtually indexed, physically tagged cache, which means that the virtual address is used for indexing in to the sets and physical address is used for tag comparison. The tag part stores the address and the data part stores the data. The incoming address from the processor, virtual address in this case, is split into three fields; tag, index and offset. There are two parts; tag part and data part.

First, the tag part is accessed. Each cache line stores the physical address from the tag field. The index field is used to select the sets. After selecting the set, the physical address present in the set is compared against the incoming tag field of the address, upon a hit, the corresponding way of the set present in data part is selected. Now, the offset field of the address is used to select within the selected set present in data part. A set in a Way forms a cache line/cache block as circled in Figure 2.1.

The cache access time and power consumption for a set-associative cache, will be more than that of a direct-mapped cache (a cache with just one way). This is due to the activation and searching of all the ways for every cache access. Caches are banked to reduce the dynamic power consumed in activating all the sets present in the entire cache way. In a direct-mapped or set-associative cache, instead of activating all the sets present in the entire way, only a subset of sets are enabled. Upper order index bits select the bank, in Figure 2.1, it is either bank 0 or bank 1 and lower order index bits
2.2 Replacement Policy

Identifying the right cache block for replacement improves processor performance. Least Recently Used (LRU) policy is the most widely used replacement policy. As the name suggest, it keeps track of the recently accessed blocks and identifies the last accessed block for replacement. The overhead for this scheme is the hardware required to track the recently accessed block for every set. Several other schemes have been proposed to approximate LRU’s functionality with a reduced hardware, such as Pseudo LRU (PLRUm) [7].

PLRUm uses one bit for every cache block. Initially the bits are reset. When a cache block is accessed, the bit is set. When all bits in a set are set, all of them are reset.
2.3 Reconfiguration

Figure 2.3 shows different types of cache reconfigurations. This example assumes a cache with eight sets and a four-way set-associativity cache.

First, the cache size is altered by varying the number of sets. This is achieved by varying the index bits present in the index field according to the required cache size. Usually, all the index bits are required to select the desired set. However, leaving out the upper order bit (most significant bit) of the index field, brings the cache down to half of its original size. Further, leaving out the next upper order bit of the index field, reduces the cache to a quarter of its original size. Varying the index field results in a change in the hash mapping function. For example, the original index field as show in Figure 2.3 selects a single cache set from the available cache sets 0-7, omitting the most significant bit from the index field, selects a set from set 0-3. A change in the mapping function is observed. Therefore, the data has to be flushed before reconfiguration. This can be an overhead.

Second, the cache size and associativity are altered by varying the number of cache ways. This does not require altering the index bits. Having a way enable/disable signal is sufficient to increase/decrease the cache size and associativity. Decreasing the number of cache ways not only decreases the associativity but also decreases the cache size. The data has to be flushed before reconfiguration. Since the hash mapping function is not changed, it requires a gradual flushing of data.

Both these schemes have their merits and de-merits. Chapter 4 presents a hybrid scheme that incorporates both schemes to offer maximum flexibility in cache reconfiguration and also discusses the potential overheads associated with combining these schemes. Combining both schemes offers a fine grain reconfiguration, compared to their individual coarse-grain reconfiguration.
2.4 Partitioning

Cache partitioning refers to partitioning the cache among the competing cores. Figure 2.5 shows examples of an LLC with and without cache partitioning schemes.

Figure 2.5.A shows the data layout of an unpartitioned cache. The data of application running on Core 0 and Core 1 have the freedom to occupy the available cache ways. The potential problem associated with an unpartitioned cache is inter-core interference. The de-facto replacement policy is a LRU policy, which allocates the cache block depending on the access frequency. When an application with a large working set tries to fit in a smaller LLC cache, it takes the entire cache space by evicting other application’s data present in the LLC. This leads to a thrashing behaviour of one application evicting the data of other application. Therefore, a thrashing application running on Core 1, accessing the LLC more frequently, occupies a majority of the LLC cache space, leading to a poor allocation of cache space to application running on Core 0.

Figure 2.5.B shows the data layout of a partitioned cache. The data corresponding to application running on Core 0 and Core 1 can be placed only in the corresponding ways that have Core 0 and Core 1 data. For example, application running on Core 1 cannot have the data placed in way 0. Thus, cache partitioning potentially avoids the inter-core interference by limiting the placement of each individual core’s data to a selected number of cache ways.

Cache partitioning for multi and many core processor is discussed in further detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

2.5 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a technique that allows machines/computers to infer knowledge. Depending on how they infer the knowledge, they are classified as supervised or unsupervised learning.

In supervised learning, the outputs are already known for the given inputs. A statistical analysis of the inputs and extracting information, known as feature extraction is carried out. These features are then used to predict the outputs from new inputs. Supervised learning techniques, such as linear regression and decision trees are discussed in next sections.

In unsupervised learning, there is no predetermined input or output available, unlike supervised learning. Based on the statistical analysis of inputs, clustering of inputs
is carried out. This clustering is based on the number of such clusters required, which is given as an input to the model.

Supervised Learning is used in this thesis, describing more about unsupervised learning is beyond the scope of this thesis.

### 2.5.1 Linear Regression Model

Linear regression tries to extract the linear relationship that exists between the input and output. It is expressed as weighted sum, whose weights $\beta$ are determined to minimise the squared error between the predicted output $Y_P$ and actual output $Y_R$. In other words, a linear combination of the input is used to predict the output. The linear relationship is given in equation 2.1.
Figure 2.6: Example showing the linear regression. Assuming $\beta_0$ is 0.10 and $\beta_1$ is 0.17.
The output $Y$ is defined as $Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times X$. 

$$Y_p = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times X_1 + \cdots + \beta_n \times X_n \quad (2.1)$$

Figure 2.6 shows a red color line. This line is called a linearity line. This line tries to connect all the small square boxes. A small square box represents the actual output ($Y$) obtained from the given input ($X$). When the points are connected, lesser the distance between the square box and the line, lesser is the error between the predicted and actual output.

### 2.5.2 Decision Tree Model

Decision trees use a model of decisions and their consequences (like an If-Then-Else statement in a C language). When compared to linear regression, which requires complex multiplication of weights with the observed inputs, decision tree has less hardware overhead, by having only comparators.

Figure 2.7 shows an example of decisions involved in selecting the number of cache ways as one, two, four and eight ways. First, the input ($X$) is compared against a threshold value of 10, depending on the outcome, the tree branches left or right. The comparison of the input ($X$) continues with the threshold values of 100 and 1. Finally, the number of cache ways is determined as output ($Y$). These threshold values are determined to lower the error between the predicted and actual output. Thus the key factor depends on determining the threshold value, by reducing the error in the output ($Y$) for
the given input(X).

Depending on the complexity of the relationship that exist between the input(X) and output(Y), a choice of either a linear regression or a decision tree can be used. In Section 4.6.2, a more detailed analysis of the output between decision tree and linear regression model have been presented.

2.5.3 Evaluation Methodology

An important aspect of any machine learning technique is its validation. In supervised learning, the machine learning model is built from the known inputs. Hence, care should be taken to separate the known inputs from the new inputs. Leave-one-out cross-validation is the standard machine learning evaluation methodology. This is followed when the training data is small. Consider the input set has N data points, the training data is formed from N-1 data points. Once the machine learning model is built, it predicts the Nth data point that has been left out.

2.6 Summary

This chapter has presented the basics of cache terminology and the parameters that are used in cache reconfiguration. A brief introduction to cache reconfiguration, cache partitioning and machine learning models have been presented and this forms the basic background for the Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The next chapter presents the literature survey of different cache management techniques targeting both power and performance.
Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter discusses the research conducted on cache management that is relevant to this thesis. First, it presents the related work on improving the performance of the processor through better replacement policies, good hashing function and pre-fetching. Second, it gives an overview of the power saving techniques, both dynamic and static power in caches. Third, it presents the related work in reconfigurable caches present in single core processor. Finally, it presents the related work in cache partitioning for multi and many core processors.

3.1 Cache Management

Multi-level caches have been used to reduce the miss penalty. Cache hierarchies have been employed to bridge the performance gap between the processor and memory. In such a system, there will be a private Level-1 cache and a shared Last Level Cache (LLC). Thus a private and a shared cache have to be collectively managed for the better utilization of caches.

3.1.1 Replacement Policies

Identifying the right victim for replacement becomes more difficult as the number of cores in a CMP increases. Caches typically use Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement policy or some approximation of LRU, known as Pseudo LRU (PLRU) policy [7]. A good replacement policy should aim at reducing the number of misses by selecting the victim that will be accessed farthest into the future as shown in [11], which also provides a theoretical upper limit on performance achieved over LRU.
In a multi-core system, the baseline LRU policy gives more priority to a core that makes frequent requests to the shared cache. Therefore it serves the requesting core based on the demand. Several proposals have been made to overcome the shortcomings of LRU [68, 85, 101, 115]. Quereshi et al [108, 66] proposed an adaptive replacement policy that adapts according to the workload combinations that runs on different cores. Jaleel et al [67] proposed a replacement policy, that helps an operating system to make an efficient scheduling decisions.

### 3.1.2 Improving The Hit Rate

Direct mapped caches have a fast hit time compared to the set-associative caches, due to the restricted look-ups in tag and data. However they incur more conflict misses compared to a set-associative cache, because of various addresses competing for the same cache line. This creates a non-uniformity in cache accesses, due to some cache lines being accessed more heavily than others. Several proposals have been made to overcome this shortcoming in direct mapped caches [6, 10, 72, 119, 141, 46].

The hash-rehash [5] cache, attempts to access the direct mapped Level-1 cache using a hash function, upon a miss, it re-hashes using a different hashing function and this continues until the required data is found or the number of misses reaches a predetermined threshold count, then it accesses the next level cache. Thus they try to spread the cache accesses uniformly across the cache lines by changing the hashing function.

A Victim cache [71] is a small, yet fully associative buffer that holds the evicted entries from the heavily accessed cache lines of the level-1 direct mapped cache. Upon a miss, entries in the victim cache are checked to see a hit. When there is no match in the victim cache, the next level cache is accessed.

The Line distillation [110] technique improves the cache usage by discarding the unused words which is done by tracking the word usage information of a cache line until it reaches a predefined recency position in the LRU stack and then evicts the words that have not been used.

The following have been proposed to improve the hit rate of set-associative caches. Different hashing functions have been used to spread the cache accesses across the set-associative caches.

Skewed associative caches [120] improves the hit ratio of set-associative caches by using a different hashing function for different banks. A two-way set associative
skewed cache gives the hit rate of a four-way set associative cache.

Variable Way Set Associative (V-Way) [111] cache offers a variable associativity on a per cache set basis, by increasing the tag-store entries relative to data-store entries. They target the second level cache by offering a global replacement decision of a fully associative cache while maintaining the hit latency of a set associative cache.

The Z-Cache [117] offers the benefits of skewed associative caches for cache hits. Upon a cache miss, it performs cache replacement over multiple steps. First it identifies the right candidate for replacement and then it performs several relocations to accommodate the new incoming block. The downside to this is the bandwidth utilization during relocations.

### 3.1.3 Cache Pre-fetching

In cache pre-fetching, as the name implies, a cache line is fetched into the cache, before a read/write request is made to the line. There are several research proposals on cache pre-fetching [22, 26, 29, 38]. The key idea of the pre-fetching scheme is to determine the data access pattern in the cache and then to pre-fetch the data accordingly.

There are several advantages to this pre-fetching when the data access pattern is correctly identified. Numerical programs often have a regular access pattern. Hence, pre-fetching will be very beneficial for improved performance. However, integer programs usually exhibit irregular access patterns. Such programs suffer performance degradation from pre-fetching, as the pre-fetching pollutes the cache with data that will not be referenced in the near future. Pre-fetching in this case, causes bandwidth contention and results in reduced performance. However, cache pre-fetching is orthogonal to this thesis.

### 3.1.4 Quality Of Service (QoS) In LLC

There have been various schemes to guarantee quality of service by assigning priority levels to threads and partitioning accordingly [78, 17, 44, 63, 64, 98].

Bitirgen et al. [14] applied machine learning to efficiently manage the shared cache and off-chip bandwidth for improved performance. They used dynamic voltage scaling to set the optimal per-core voltage level for various configurations.

Jahre and Natvig [65] studied the variation of the number of available Miss Status Holding Register (MSHR) and their impact on the total miss bandwidth available to each thread running on a CMP.
Ebrahimi et al. [33] improved [65] by proposing a scheme that offers fairness in Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) among co-executing applications. This is achieved by throttling the Miss Status Holding Register (MSHR). When an application generates more requests to the LLC, an online feedback mechanism throttles the requests depending on the co-executing application’s cache requirement.

Herdrich et al. [50] proposed a clock modulation technique to avoid the interference caused by a lower-priority application over a higher-priority application in CMP systems.

Spill-receive cache [107, 116] offers QoS by a spill-receive mechanism for the private LLC’s present in CMP. The capacity of a private LLC is increased or decreased by either spilling or receiving the cache contents to or from other private LLCs respectively.

### 3.2 Low Power Caches

The power, is a function of both dynamic and static power. The power consumption of a set-associative cache tends to be higher than that of a direct mapped cache, due to the activation of available cache ways upon every cache access. This includes the simultaneous activation of both the tag and the data parts of the cache. Power dissipation in caches has been heavily researched and several proposals made to reduce both dynamic and static power in caches.

\[ Total_{Power} = Power_{Dynamic} + Power_{Static} \]  

#### 3.2.1 Dynamic Power

Dynamic power is due to the switching activity that takes place in transistors. It is proportional to the product of the number of switching transistors and the switching rate. It is calculated for every cache access. The following formula gives the dynamic power.

\[ Power_{Dynamic} = 0.5 \times Capacitive \, Load \times Voltage^2 \times Frequency \, switched \]

Dynamic power is proportional to the product of load capacitance of the transistor, the square of voltage and the frequency of switching. Thus, reducing the switching activity, reduces the dynamic power consumption.
The following proposals have been made to reduce the dynamic energy consumption in caches.

Filter cache [79] is a small direct mapped cache, typically a level-0 cache, present before the level-1 cache. As the name implies, it filters out the frequently accessed data present in level-1 cache. If most of the level-1 requests are serviced by the filter cache, then most of the level-1 cache switching activity can be greatly reduced. Thus, it provides a fast hit time and also reduces significant dynamic energy consumption of the level-1 caches.

The Data part of the cache accounts for more size in bytes compared to the tag part of the cache. Thus, it consumes more dynamic energy compared to the tag access. The phased cache [48, 76] divides the cache access into two phases. First, all the tags in the set are examined in parallel and no data accesses occur during this phase. Second, if there is a hit, then a data access is performed for the hit way. Hence a phased look-up will reduce the dynamic power on every cache access. For the first level cache, whose hit time is in the critical path, this will incur an additional delay of one cycle hit latency. Therefore the scheme is beneficial in lower level caches but not in first level cache, where a cache hit time is in the critical path. Hence this scheme is used to reduce the dynamic energy in lower level caches.

Way-Prediction [58, 92, 16, 104], on the other hand, reduces dynamic energy by predicting exactly one way on every cache access. On a prediction hit, only one way is accessed, resulting in a fast tag and data look-up along with the reduction in dynamic energy. On a prediction miss, the cache access time is increased by one cycle latency, as it needs to check all the tags and data in the next cycle. If there is a cache hit, the request is serviced immediately, if not the next lower level cache is accessed. Thus, during a prediction miss, it behaves like a normal set associative cache. Way prediction is beneficial when the cache access is predictable, such as in instruction cache. For the data cache and the next lower level cache, whose cache access is irregular and unpredictable, way prediction incurs more latency for miss prediction. Since the instruction cache is accessed more frequently, more dynamic energy saving is achieved.

Way guarding [39], uses counting bloom filters to determine whether an incoming address is present in the cache or not. If there is a hit in the entries of the counting bloom filters, then several cache ways that might contain the requested address are enabled simultaneously. If there is a miss in the entries, then it is guaranteed that the requested address will not be present in the cache. This has an advantage over way prediction, as it does not incur extra look-ups on a miss. On a hit, way guarding enables
more cache ways than way prediction. By hashing the incoming address, storing it in the bloom filter and updating the entries on every cache miss, way guarding tries to remember the addresses that are cached in the cache. Thus, Way guarding can be used over way prediction to reduce dynamic energy consumption in all levels of caches.

Selective cache ways [8] have been proposed to selectively enable the cache ways based on the cache requirement of an application. Some applications will use the full capacity of the available cache, while some will use a part of the available cache. Enabling or disabling the cache ways based on the requirement of an application, offers reduction in dynamic energy, whilst maintaining high performance. The cache way enable signals can be controlled through software or can be implemented via specialized instructions.

3.2.2 Static Power

Static power, also commonly known as leakage power, is due to the leakage current that flows even when the transistor is turned-off. Static power is proportional to the transistor count. It is calculated every cycle. The following formula gives the static power:

\[
Power_{Static} = Voltage \times N \times k \times Current_{Static}
\]  

(3.3)

\(N\) is the number of transistors, \(k\) is a design dependent parameter. Hence, static power is proportional to the number of transistors and it increases as the transistor size reduces. The following are some of the proposals to reduce the static energy in caches.

Drowsy cache [36] keeps the cache line in a low power state, known as the drowsy state. When a cache line is accessed, its drain voltage \(V_{dd}\) should be high or at value 1 for the contents to be preserved. By lowering the \(V_{dd}\) to a predetermined threshold value say for example 0.7\(V_{dd}\), the contents are still preserved. When \(V_{dd}\) is further lowered beyond the threshold value, the cache contents are lost. The key challenge in designing the drowsy cache is to determine the threshold value. This is the value at which all the cache lines, irrespective of their irregularities in fabrication, should be able to preserve the cache contents, while being in the lowest \(V_{dd}\) for the maximum static energy reduction. When a cache line is in the drowsy state, its contents cannot be read/write, it requires one cycle to activate or to bring the cache lines to \(V_{dd}\) high, before the read/written action. Thus it incurs one cycle extra hit latency for activating and then accessing the cache line. First level caches have short hit time constraints. Hence drowsy caches can be implemented in the lower level caches, whose hit time is
not in the critical path and also these lower level caches are larger than the first level caches, providing more room for energy saving whilst maintaining high performance. As the CMOS technology advances, static energy will be more dominant than dynamic energy, making drowsy caches increasingly relevant.

The Gated-$V_{dd}$ [105] technique, drains out the $V_{dd}$ completely, making the cache lines lose their contents. This scheme operates at $0V_{dd}$ compared to the drowsy scheme, offering more static energy reductions. The hardware overhead increases, with a gating transistor added for every cache line. Thus connecting several cache lines to the gating transistor, simplifies the power gating scheme. Powering down the cache lines can be carried out at a bank level, rather than at line granularity, making the scheme more coarse grain. The power down signal can be connected to all the gated $V_{dd}$ transistors, which when enabled drains out the power completely in a bank, resulting in turning-off the entire bank. As described in [8], cache ways can be selectively enabled/disabled based on the application’s requirement. Gated $V_{dd}$ can be combined with the selective cache ways to turn-off the disabled cache ways, offering both dynamic and static energy savings.

Kaxiras et al. [74] developed cache decay which is a state-destroying low power scheme.

Meng et al. [90] explored the upper limits of reducing leakage power by combining both drowsy and gated-$V_{dd}$ techniques. However, this work is only a theoretical upper bound since it assumes the existence of an ideal pre-fetcher which is impossible to provide in practice.

Agarwal et al. [4] proposed a gated-ground scheme for turning off cache lines whilst preserving their contents. These kind of circuits require a single supply voltage.

### 3.3 Reconfigurable Single Core Cache Architecture

Reconfigurable caches are not new. Several researchers have investigated configurable cache designs by varying cache parameters such as the size, line size and associativity. The state-of-the-art reconfigurable cache architectures can be grouped into the following categories.
3.3.1 Set-Only Reconfiguration

In a set-only cache, the cache size is increased and decreased by enabling or disabling one or more sets respectively [140]. At smaller cache sizes, unused sets can be turned off to reduce the static energy consumption [105]. The miss ratio was used by Yang et al. [140] to guide cache reconfiguration, varying the size by masking index bits through a shifting operation. This allowed them to alter the cache size one factor of this step at a time.

3.3.2 Way-Only Reconfiguration

Albonesi [8, 9] proposed a cache design that can vary size and associativity by enabling or disabling cache ways, saving dynamic power when using less resources. This is a coarse-grained reconfiguration approach that may increase capacity and conflict misses [140].

Zhang et al. [144] proposed way-concatenation to reduce dynamic power by accessing fewer ways, depending on the associativity. This was performed once, before an application started execution. They also used way-shutdown to decrease cache size by turning-off unused ways using the Gated-\(V_{dd}\) method [105]. However, they did not address the changes required to the control signals when adding in way-shutdown.

Later, Ross et al. [41] described an extension to enable dynamic cache reconfiguration. However, they do not describe the control signals required to combine way-concatenation with way-shutdown. Furthermore, this requires flushing of dirty data to the next level cache when increasing associativity for a fixed cache size.

3.3.3 Set-and-Way Reconfiguration

Yang et al. [139] combined configurable set [105] and way [8] architectures to offer a hybrid cache that gives flexibility in terms of size and associativity. Increasing associativity by adding ways but keeping the cache size fixed, results in a copying back of previously stored data. This motivates the need for a new cache architecture that supports dynamic reconfiguration without incurring extra cycles for copying back information, while increasing the associativity.

Chapter 4 introduces a novel technique that combines way and set reconfiguration, and delivers improved energy savings. The proposed scheme is complementary to heterogeneous way-sizes [3], concatenating lines [143], wide-tag partitioning [21], dual
3.3.4 Other Approaches

Apart from caches, other hardware micro-architectural adaptations include, issue width [57, 60, 131], issue queue [37, 1, 30, 15], pipeline [34], re-order buffer and register files [1, 30]. Similarly, a software controlled adaptation is also explored by [135, 54, 62].

Micro-architecture design space exploration (including for caches) has been studied by several researchers using run-time [25, 14], linear regression models [69], table-driven models [80], analytical models [73, 100], dependence graph [35], neural networks [32, 31, 59, 61], radial basis functions [70], and spline functions [83, 81, 82, 87, 84]. However, these proposals assume an abundant hardware resource availability and also none of these proposals addresses the question of how to achieve these benefits.

3.4 Cache Partitioning For Multi Core Processors

Existing state-of-the-art cache partitioning techniques can be split into two groups;

3.4.1 Partitioning For Performance

Cache partitioning has been widely studied in the past with both static and dynamic schemes proposed. Chiou et al. [23] were the first to introduce column caching and also proposed changes that are required by the replacement policy to be aware of partitioning. Suh et al. [125, 124] used the recency position of hits in cache lines to drive dynamic cache partitioning. However, a global monitoring scheme is used to collect data and hence hit statistics of individual applications get polluted by other co-executing programs.

Later Qureshi et al. [109] addressed these shortcomings with utility based cache partitioning (UCP) that uses a low-overhead auxiliary tag directory to monitor each core’s cache usage through the LRU stack property [89]. An auxiliary tag contains 32 sets and have the associativity same as the LLC. These 32 sets capture the accesses going to the 32 sets of LLC, that are separated apart by an equal distance. For example, assume a LLC that has 2048 sets. All accesses going to set 0 of LLC will go to set 0 of auxiliary tag. Similarly, all access going to set 64 of LLC will go to set 1 of auxiliary tag and this continues upto set 2047 of LLC going to set 31 of auxiliary tag.
Since $2048/32$ gives $64$, $32$ sets are sampled by an equal distance of $64$. Cache utility curves are generated periodically and a look-ahead algorithm is used to determine the required partitioning decision. This thesis uses the cache monitoring scheme and a modified look-ahead algorithm from UCP. However, our method for creating partitions and transferring blocks between cores is different to Qureshi’s since we focus on energy efficiency.

Xie et al. [137] and Jaleel et al. [68] modified the shared cache replacement policy to provide performance benefits compared to an unmanaged cache. A two-dimensional cache partitioning was proposed by Chang et al. [20]. This allowed both space and time sharing within the cache, meaning that a few processors share a small cache region for particular time interval while the rest share the remaining large region.

Cooperative caching [19, 51, 52] combine the strengths of private and shared cache organizations by forming an aggregate shared cache through cooperation among private caches.

The thrasher caging scheme [138] identify workloads that thrash the cache and isolate them through partitioning. This technique obtain the benefits of partitioning for thrashing applications and an unmanaged cache for non-thrashing workloads, targeting performance. Similarly, Sanchez et al. [118] proposed fine-grained partitioning using an efficient hashing function. The scheme provides data isolation, with a small unpartitioned area that can be used by competing cores to increase their original partitions, rather than taking ways from other cores.

Lee et al. [86] proposed a cache management policy for CPU-GPU heterogeneous architecture. They use core-sampling mechanism to detect the caching effects of a GPGPU application.

There have been proposals to perform set-wise cache partitioning [113, 133, 93, 94, 95]. However, in a dynamic setting, these schemes would require frequent flushing of data due to the varying memory requirements of different phases of the programs.

Chandra et al. [18] studied the impact of inter-thread interference by predicting the number of cache evictions that would be introduced by another thread that runs in a CMP system. However, fully-partitioned caches inherently avoid inter-thread interference. Static schemes have determined the optimal partitions for any combination of applications [123] or have been used to set parameters for various management policies [55].

Chapter 5 introduces Cooperative Partitioning, a novel cache partitioning scheme that is orthogonal to [23, 125, 124, 109, 19, 51, 52, 86] and can be applied to these
3.4.2 Partitioning For Energy Efficiency

In terms of energy efficiency, Reddy et al. [114] statically profiled each application to determine their cache requirements. This information was used to compute cache partitions that can be adapted to sets and associativity. However, as the number of workload combination increases, static profiling becomes more impractical.

Albonesi [8] proposed a cache design that can vary its size and associativity by enabling or disabling cache ways. Powell et al. [105] developed a gated-Vdd (non-state preserving) technique to reconfigure the cache and turn off unused cache lines. Meng et al. [90] explored the upper limits of reducing leakage power by combining both drowsy [36] and gated-Vdd techniques. However, this work is only a theoretical upper bound on energy saving since it assumes the existence of an ideal pre-fetcher, which is impossible to provide in practice.

Abella et al. [2] studied the possible ways to combine cache modules with different voltages for high-performance and low power.

Finally, Kedzierski et al. [75] proposed a power-aware partitioning using a drowsy cache implementation to reduce both dynamic and static power.

The Chapter 5 introduces Cooperative Partitioning, a new technique that provides both dynamic and static energy savings and the drowsy scheme can also be implemented in the proposed cache to offer further energy reductions.

3.5 Cache Partitioning For Many Core Processor

There is a rich body of work in the literature concerning cache partitioning, especially in the recent past. All the previously proposed cache partitioning schemes work better when the number of core to way ratio is 1:4 or something similar [109, 137, 118, 130].

Jaleel et al. [68] obtain performance benefits in a shared cache by modifying the replacement policy. The more dynamic replacement policy, DRRIP [68], which uses set duelling monitors to keep track of competing static replacement policies and dynamically select the one with the lowest number of misses, after a fixed number of cycles. In a similar vein, Jaleel et al. [67] proposed a scheduling aware cache replacement algorithm. This scheme requires two or more LLCs and more cache ways than cores in the system.
Applications that thrash the cache can be detrimental to the performance of other workloads and the thrasher caging scheme [138] identify and isolate these programs through partitioning. This allows non-thrashing, co-habiting workloads to obtain the benefits of an unmanaged cache, while not affecting the performance of the thrashing applications.

Muralidhara et al. [97] proposed cache partitioning for parallel applications targeting performance. Their scheme monitors each thread’s cache requirements and allocates ways to each based on this. However this does not distinguish between private and shared data, missing significant opportunities for energy saving.

The D-NUCA [77, 24] scheme migrate the cache lines towards the core that frequently accesses it, albeit within the same level of cache. This reduces the latency of frequently accessed cache lines.

The R-NUCA [47] scheme extends D-NUCA to identify private and shared data at a page level. This enables data to be moved close to the cores that request it most often, increasing performance from a non-uniform cache architecture. Cuesta et al. [27] also identified shared and private data at a page level, bypassing the directory lookup for private data.

Chapter 6 introduces Region Aware Cache Partitioning (RECAP), a novel cache partitioning technique for many-core processors. The proposed approach is orthogonal to [97, 77, 24, 77, 47, 27, 67, 68] as it can be used whatever the core-to-way ratio is and it also realizes both static and dynamic energy savings, while using significantly less hardware.

3.6 Summary

This chapter has presented prior work on cache management that acts as a foundation for designing next generation caches in many core processors. A detailed study of prior work on designing low power caches that helps in the design of both energy efficient and high performance caches that will be present in future systems. The next chapter discusses an energy efficient cache architecture for a single core system.
Chapter 4

Smart Cache Architecture

The demand for low-power embedded systems require designers to tune processor parameters to avoid excessive energy wastage. Tuning on a per-application or per-application-phase basis allows a greater saving in energy consumption without a noticeable degradation in performance. On-chip caches often consume a significant fraction of the total energy budget and are therefore prime candidates for adaptation.

This chapter presents a Set and way Management cache Architecture for Run-Time reconfiguration (SMART cache), a cache architecture that allows reconfiguration in both its size and associativity. The evaluation demonstrates that the energy-delay of the Smart cache is on average 70% and 12% better than the baseline configuration for a two-core and four-core system respectively, and just 2% away from the oracle result and also with an overall performance degradation of less than 2% compared with a baseline statically-configured cache.

4.1 Introduction

Cache memories contain a large number of transistors and consume a large amount of energy. For instance, 60% of the StrongARM’s area is devoted to caches [88]. For this reason many processors, particularly intellectual property cores, allow the configuration of the caches to be determined at design time, according to the requirements of the target applications. Customization of cache parameters may be static or dynamic; in a static approach the designer sets the cache parameters before synthesis, whereas in a dynamic scheme the cache parameters can be modified within a certain range at run-time.

When cache parameters are determined statically, a single configuration is chosen
by the designer to trade-off performance against energy consumption. Static configurations require less on-chip logic, validation and testing than performing dynamic reconfiguration. However, they do not have the ability to react to changes in cache requirements both across programs and within the same application. The hypothesis is that, in order to achieve optimum energy efficiency, cache parameters should be reconfigured at run-time in response to the changing requirements of the running application.

Dynamic cache reconfiguration is not a new topic, having been previously studied by a variety of researchers [3, 8, 21, 41, 42, 43, 105, 139, 142]. These schemes monitor the miss ratio at run-time, reconfiguring the cache whenever it reaches a certain threshold value. However, they are limited in the amount of flexibility they provide — either performing set-only or way-only reconfiguration — or they consult larger sub-banks on each access than are actually required. Furthermore, relying solely on the miss ratio to determine the correct time to reconfigure does not always give a good indication of the changing requirements of the application.

This chapter proposes configurable cache architecture, called the Smart cache that allows reconfiguration of both the size and associativity of Level-1 instruction, data and Level-2 caches, providing maximum flexibility to the application

This chapter makes the following contributions:

- First it proposes a configurable cache architecture that allows reconfiguration of both the size and associativity of each cache, providing maximum flexibility to the application. The Smart cache is compared against state-of-the-art cache reconfiguration techniques by implementing state-of-the-art scheme in the simulation infrastructure described in Section 4.4 and result shows that Smart cache energy-delay product is on average 18% better than the state-of-the-art across our benchmark suite.

- To demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme, a decision tree model is developed to monitor the behaviour of each cache and dynamically reconfigures in response to changing application requirements. The proposed scheme demonstrates that the new approach causes negligible performance loss, yet achieves an energy-delay product improvement of 0.17 and 0.34 in the data cache and level-2 cache respectively.

- The proposed scheme has been extended to multicore systems and we have evaluated both two-core and four-core systems.
• Prediction accuracy of the decision tree model is compared against the linear regression model.

• Finally, this chapter has evaluated the decision tree model on a new benchmark suite (namely SPEC CPU 2006), after having been trained on the SPEC CPU 2000 workloads.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 describes the Smart cache and section 4.3 presents the decision tree model with the features of cache behaviour that it monitors. It also discusses the power and performance overheads of the proposed approach. Section 4.4 describes the experimental set-up and section 4.5 presents the results. Finally, section 4.8 concludes.

### 4.2 The Smart Cache Architecture

This section describes the Smart architecture that is used for each cache within the system. Figure 4.1 shows how each address is mapped into the cache for a 2MB level-2 cache. There are two complementary circuits used in parallel that perform the mapping of the addresses, allowing the address to be routed to the correct set and way.

As the cache size and associativity varies, so does the number of bits needed for the tags. Smart cache architecture stores the maximum sized tag for each line (i.e., for the smallest cache and largest associativity). This section now describes how the address is routed to the sets and ways, then discuss the overheads of the architecture.

#### 4.2.1 Set Selection

The sets are grouped in each bank by augmenting the cache with size selection bits that determine the sets that are enabled. These are then ANDed with bits from the index to determine the sets to access. In the 2MB level-2 cache shown in Figure 4.1, Size selection bits S128, S256, S512, S1, and S2 represents cache sizes of 128KB (sets 0-511), 256KB (sets 0-1023), 512KB (sets 0-2047), 1MB (sets 0-4095) and 2MB (sets 0-8191) respectively. A 64KB cache (sets 0-255) is always enabled even when all size selection bits are 0. The size selection bits could be set via a hardware scheme, or exposed to the software.
Figure 4.1: Organization of the Smart cache architecture. Varying the cache size (through the set selection circuits) is performed in parallel with altering the associativity (through the way selection logic).
Figure 4.2: Working of the Smart cache. Brown, yellow and white regions show accessed, unaccessed and disabled sets respectively. Control bits determine the associativity and the last two tag bits determine the ways.

### 4.2.2 Way Selection

In order to control the associativity of the cache, a way selection circuit is used. This uses the last two tag bits and the size selection bits to route accesses to the ways that are enabled. Since the cache size can vary, the size selection bits are required to correctly identify the last two tag bits. In figure 4.1, for a small cache, they are represented by bits \([15:14]\) and for a large cache, they are represented by bits \([20:19]\). Two control bits \(C_0\) and \(C_1\) determine the ways that will be eventually accessed. For one-way associativity, any one of the way selection control signals \(W_0, W_1, W_2\) or \(W_3\) will be active. For two-way associativity, any two of the way selection control signals will be active. Finally, for four-way associativity, all way selection control signals are active. Table 4.1 shows how the control and tag bits map to the ways that are enabled.

### 4.2.3 Example Cache Access

Figure 4.2 shows how the control and tag bits map to the ways that are enabled in the Smart cache. As an example of how the set and way selection circuits work in tandem, consider a 512KB, two-way associative cache. In this scenario, size selection bits \(S_{128}, S_{256}\) and \(S_{512}\) are set to 1, all others are set to 0. For the control bits, \(C_0\) is set to 0 and \(C_1\) is set to 1.

The address is routed to cache banks after passing through the selection circuits.
For all the cache configurations, the tag bits [31:14] are used. Depending on the cache size, the way selection circuit selects two tag bits, in this example it uses bits [18:17] which corresponds to a cache size of 512KB. Assuming that they are both 1, then ways W2 and W3 are accessed. In the set selection circuit, bits [16:6] are also passed through with the index to select the correct lines from sets 0-2047. All other sets are turned off for static power saving.

### 4.2.4 Overheads

The way selection circuit does not appear in the cache’s critical path because it can operate in parallel with the tag and data array address decoders [144]. The set selection circuit can be folded into the decoders to avoid any delay in calculating the index bits [105]. Therefore there is no increase in the cycle time for accessing the cache using the smart cache approach. However, after reconfiguring the cache to a smaller size, unused sets and ways are turned off, destroying their contents. Therefore dirty lines must be flushed back to the next level in the memory hierarchy. In all simulations, the flushing cost that includes both power and performance costs for copying back the dirty lines are added. Power and performance overheads of reconfiguration are discussed in detail in section 4.3.3.

The area overhead of the smart cache is 0.5% over the baseline. This is due to the extra control circuitry required to perform set selection, way selection and reconfiguration. This value has been obtained from a version of Cacti-5.3 [132] that has been modified to support the new circuitry.

### 4.2.5 Relation to Prior Work

There are several key differences between the Smart cache and state-of-the-art reconfiguration techniques. In the smart cache approach, the associativity and size are varied in parallel by using the way control signals and the size control registers. The Smart cache organizes ways at set boundaries as shown in Figure 4.2, which avoids flushing data back to memory when increasing the associativity but keeping the cache size fixed. This addresses the shortcomings of previous techniques [144], allowing dynamic reconfiguration of the cache. In addition to this, the Smart cache offers 3x more cache configurations than the set-only [140] and hybrid [144] schemes, which combine way-concatenation with way-shutdown.
### Table 4.1: Mapping of tag and control bits to the active ways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Associativity</th>
<th>Control Bits</th>
<th>Last Two Tag Bits</th>
<th>Active Way Signals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One Way</td>
<td>C₀ C₁</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>W₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td>W₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>W₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>W₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Way</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0X</td>
<td>W₀, W₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1X</td>
<td>W₂, W₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Way</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>W₀, W₁, W₂, W₃</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3 Controlling Reconfiguration

Having developed the cache architecture, this section now describes the method for dynamic reconfiguration. The cache behaviour is monitored by collecting statistics about the cache usage over a fixed interval size. These are then fed into a decision tree that computes the required cache size and associativity for the next interval. This section first presents the statistics used to characterize cache behaviour, then describe, the decision tree itself.

#### 4.3.1 Cache Behaviour Characterization

In order to determine the best cache configuration to use for each program interval, the cache behaviour is monitored by gathering statistics about cache usage. These will accurately determine when the cache size or associativity needs to be altered. Two types of statistics are gathered: stack distance and dead set count.

##### 4.3.1.1 Stack Distance

The stack distance [89] shows the position in a set’s LRU chain that each access occurs in. This gives an approximation of the required associativity of the cache: if all accesses are in the MRU position, then the associativity can be reduced; if many accesses are in the LRU position or miss then the cache could benefit from higher associativity. This profiling is achieved by maintaining a counter for each position in the LRU chain for the whole cache to enable us to gather this information.
4.3.1.2 Dead Set Counts

A dead set is defined as one that is not accessed during a clearing interval (10K committed instructions). A large number of dead sets indicates that the cache could function adequately with a smaller number of sets (i.e., a smaller size). To monitor this, a 2-bit saturating counter is added to each set, clears them at the start of each clearing interval and increment them on each access. At the end of the each clearing interval, these counters are used to compute the total number of sets that have been accessed less than three times and are averaged over phase interval (10M committed instructions). This is a simple statistic, but it accurately identifies dead sets.

4.3.2 Decision Tree Model

Any form of dynamic hardware reconfiguration requires a decision-making process, driven by run-time measurements. This could be derived intuitively, but would then be open to the criticism that the model is trained specifically for the selected benchmarks. A different approach is taken by choosing machine learning to train a decision tree model, which clearly separates training and experimental data. An example is shown in figure 4.3. At each node in the tree, any one of the collected statistics is compared to a threshold value and depending on the outcome control passes either left or right to the corresponding child node. A decision tree is used to control reconfiguration because they can be easily implemented in hardware using a look-up table.
Assuming a dead set count (DS) of 0.6 and stack distance (SD) of 0.3, the example tree in figure 4.3 is followed to find the required configuration. The first comparison is performed in the root node where DS is compared to the threshold value of 0.3. Therefore the edge labelled True is taken and proceed down the left to the next node. This compares SD with 0.5, so the edge labelled False is taken. The final comparison considers whether DS is greater than 0.7, which is also False. Finally, the node containing the desired configuration, which is a 128KB cache with 2-way associativity is reached.

In order to determine the thresholds at each node, the decision tree needs to be trained using examples of good configurations from different programs. Training consists of finding thresholds that minimize the partition variance at each node. To do this, each training program is run on all cache configurations and the characterization statistics are gathered every interval. Good configurations are those that have an energy-delay lower than the baseline, with a maximum slowdown of 2% from the baseline across each interval. A leave-one-out cross-validation is used to train the decision tree using this data. This is a standard machine learning methodology and ensures the model is never trained on the benchmark it is tested on.

4.3.3 Overheads of Reconfiguration

There are two types of overhead that the smart cache dynamic reconfiguration scheme incurs. The first is power consumption and the second is performance.

4.3.3.1 Power Consumption

The power consumption of the statistics gathering logic is calculated for each cache in the processor and the models are used to drive reconfiguration. These have been incorporated into the simulator and the overheads are included in all results. The energy overheads of the statistics gathering logic are 0.01% of the baseline cache energy. The overhead of the decision tree model is 1% of the baseline cache energy consumption.

4.3.3.2 Performance

Traversing the decision tree to find the best cache configuration for the next interval takes several cycles. However, this is small in comparison to the time taken to run each interval. By halting the characterization shortly before the end of the interval, the decision tree traversal can be overlapped with the execution of the end of the interval,
hiding its latency. The performance overheads in actually performing reconfiguration of each cache is described in Section 4.2 and is included in all the results.

Altering the cache size or associativity may require dirty data to be written back to lower-level memory. When cache size is reduced by turning-off sets or ways, it requires dirty lines present in the future turned-off region to be written back to next lower level. When cache size is increased, blocks may map to different sets. This incurs extra misses for the first accesses to the new location and also requires dirty lines to be flushed back to the next level before increasing the size.

These reconfigurations incur extra cycles to copy back dirty lines to lower levels of memory, which in turn incurs extra performance and energy costs. However smart cache experimental results show that on an average reconfiguration is required once in every 10 intervals, or once every 100 million instructions. Thus, costs associated with this can be quantified by not varying cache size and associativity very often. The performance and energy costs of flushing these cache lines are included in all the results and, since reconfiguration is performed so infrequently, the overheads are small.

4.4 Experimental Setup

This section describes the simulator and benchmarks used to evaluate the smart cache reconfiguration approach.

The cache reconfiguration is implemented in the HotLeakage simulator [145]. The underlying power models are updated to use Cacti-5.3 [132] that has been modified to support the new circuitry for 70nm process technology. The simulator is altered to include the power and performance overheads of reconfiguring each cache, as previously described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Table 4.2 shows the configuration of the Alpha out-of-order superscalar, whose cache configurations are similar to an Intel Core 2 processor.

To evaluate the proposed technique, the SPEC CPU 2000 benchmark suites [122] as used as workloads, compiled with the highest optimization level. The reference inputs are used for running each application. Due to simulation time constraints and to maintain the continuity of cache behaviour, each workload is run from its start to 60 billion instructions. This ensures that the majority of each benchmark’s behaviour are captured.

In the simulations, a phase interval of 10 million instructions is assumed. This
Table 4.2: Processor configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Configurations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decode,Issue,Commit Width</td>
<td>4, 4, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Update Unit Size</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Store Queue Size</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Cache Size</td>
<td>1 → 32 KBytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Cache Associativity</td>
<td>1 → 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Cache Line size</td>
<td>32 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Cache Size</td>
<td>1 → 32 KBytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Cache Associativity</td>
<td>1 → 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Cache Line size</td>
<td>32 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level-2 Cache Size</td>
<td>64 → 2048 KBytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level-2 Cache Associativity</td>
<td>1 → 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level-2 Cache Line size</td>
<td>64 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level-2 Cache Latency</td>
<td>6 Cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory access bus width</td>
<td>8 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main-Memory Latency</td>
<td>97 Cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>70nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interval is selected after a characterization of the benchmarks from SPEC CPU 2000, using sampling intervals of 100K, 1M, 10M and 100M instructions and is shown in Figure 4.4. As the sampling phase interval increases, phase information is lost. Hence 10M interval is used and also this is a value commonly used by other researchers [121]. To gather data to train the decision tree model, each CPU 2000 benchmark is run on each cache configuration, gathering cache characterization statistics every interval. With 23 applications, 3 caches and 18 configurations for each, this totals 1,242 simulations. A leave-one-out cross-validation, a standard machine learning evaluation methodology is used to evaluate the proposed scheme, as described in Section 2.5.

The WEKA is used to analyse the training data-sets using data-mining algorithms [45]. WEKA comprises data classification, regression, clustering, association rules and visualization. It analyses, pre-processes and selects the key features from the training data-set and applies classification algorithms on the selected features.
4.5 Results

This section evaluates the Smart cache approach to dynamic cache reconfiguration. This shows the effects of dynamic reconfiguration using smart cache architecture and the decision tree model on each cache individually and a combined scheme for all caches at once. Subsequent sections analyse the Smart cache by performing a comparison with prior cache architectures, examining different predictors and benchmarks and considering multicore workloads.

In the graphs, the performance of the smart cache approach and the energy delay product achieved for the whole cache hierarchy is shown, taking into account reconfiguration and flushing costs. In addition to this, two comparison techniques are also shown. The first is the best static configuration of the cache, which corresponds to the configuration that has the lowest energy-delay and a maximum 2% performance loss across all benchmarks, with no dynamic reconfiguration. These are the same criteria used to select good configurations to train the decision tree. The second approach is an oracle which knows in advance the best configuration for each interval and incurs no overheads in dynamic reconfiguration. Although unrealistic in practice, this represents the lower bound on achievable energy-delay for any technique.

All energy-delay results are normalized to the baseline architecture which has an energy-delay value of 1.0. This is a processor where each cache is configured to its largest size and highest level of associativity.

4.5.1 Dynamic Cache Reconfiguration

This section evaluates the Smart cache architecture along with the decision tree model for dynamic reconfiguration of each cache in the hierarchy individually. In the following subsections, when reconfiguring the instruction cache, the energy spent in the baseline data and level-2 cache is added to the energy of the instruction cache. This is done to ease the comparison between the cache hierarchies. The same has also been employed for reconfiguring data and level-2 caches.

4.5.1.1 Instruction Cache

Figure 4.5 shows the performance and energy-delay of three different schemes when reconfiguring the instruction cache alone. As previously described, the first represents the best static configuration of the instruction cache across all benchmarks and the
Figure 4.5: Performance and energy-delay characteristics of the instruction cache, while maintaining the data and level-2 caches at the baseline configuration. This chart shows the percentage reduction in total energy-delay achieved by reconfiguring only the instruction cache.

second is the oracle. The bars labelled *Smart cache* show the results from using the decision tree model along with the Smart architecture. The black circles show the performance achieved by the smart scheme, normalized to the baseline performance. The oracle and best static approaches never incur more than 2% performance loss, so their performance results have been excluded. For the instruction cache, the best static configuration is actually the 32KB cache with 4-way associativity (i.e., the baseline).

On average the energy-delay of the smart cache scheme is close to the theoretical maximum limit achieved by the oracle, with the difference being 2.2%. However, the smart cache loses 6% and 5% performance on *mgrid* and *parser* respectively, due to the decision tree model predicting a smaller cache configuration at the phase transitions. This is because the transition phase cache statistics for *mgrid* are similar to those from *applu* and *apsi* which need caches that are 2KB large, whereas *mgrid* requires a cache of 8KB. For the other applications, the decision tree model is effective at determining the correct cache configuration to use. Therefore, on average the smart cache incurs a performance loss of just 1.5% compared to the baseline, but achieve an energy-delay value of 0.95. A small performance loss such as this is expected since smart cache chose to bound performance losses to 2% of the baseline when identifying good configurations, as described in Section 4.3.2.

### 4.5.1.2 Data Cache

Turning the attention to the data cache, shown in figure 4.6, it can be seen that there is greater improvement to be gained than can be achieved from the instruction cache. Here the smart cache incurs a similar performance loss of 1.6% on an average, rising to 6.3% for *apsi*. This is again due to inaccuracies in the decision tree model that
Figure 4.6: Performance and energy-delay characteristics of the data cache, while maintaining the instruction and level-2 caches at the baseline configuration. This chart shows the percentage reduction in total energy-delay achieved by reconfiguring only the data cache.

Figure 4.7: Performance and energy-delay characteristics of the level-2 cache, while maintaining the instruction and data caches at the baseline configuration. This chart shows the percentage reduction in total energy-delay achieved by reconfiguring only the level-2 cache.

infers a smaller cache configuration during phase transitions for this application than is actually required.

Considering the energy-delay, figure 4.6 shows that the smart cache again achieves results close to the oracle. The difference here is 1.1%. On an average the smart cache achieves an energy-delay value of 0.83. This is consistent across applications with art, lucas, swim and wupwise achieving values less than 0.8.

4.5.1.3 Level-2 Cache

Now consider the final cache in the hierarchy, which is the unified level-2 cache. Figure 4.7 shows the results of dynamically reconfiguring the level-2 cache. The best static cache configuration, across all benchmarks, is actually the baseline 2MB 8-way cache, so without dynamic reconfiguration, no energy savings are possible. Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show how the cache configurations selected by the Smart cache compare
Figure 4.8: Dynamic cache configuration traces, illustrating the correspondence between the Oracle and the Smart cache reconfiguration behaviour of equake and bzip2 applications. The y-axis shows different cache configurations and the x-axis shows the time interval of instructions executed.

over time with the oracle’s selection.

4.5.1.3.1 Performance And ED These results show that the Smart cache is able to obtain significant energy-delay improvements with only minimal performance overheads. The average performance loss for smart cache approach is 1.8%, which is within the target value that was used to determine good cache configurations. Applications like equake and galgel incur 6.4% and 5.2% performance losses respectively which is primarily due to choosing smaller caches during the transition phase. In crafty, facerec, mgrid, vortex and vpr, the Smart cache performance is slightly over the actual limit of
2%, whereas the oracle and best-static schemes are within the performance limit. The reason being that for a few small phases in the application, the smart cache model predicts a smaller cache size than required and hence it incurs extra performance losses, whilst also reducing energy-delay.

In terms of the energy-delay product, *eon* achieves 0.49 with no performance loss. This is mainly due to *eon* requiring a cache of 128KB. For *lucas*, the smart cache approach achieves a value of 0.83, whereas the oracle scheme is at 0.38. The cache statistics for *lucas* are similar to *parser* and *vpr*, when it is actually more similar to *applu*, *eon*, *gap* and *swim* in terms of cache size requirements.
Figure 4.10: Heatmaps showing the distribution of level-2 configurations required by the oracle and Smart cache across all SPEC CPU 2000 applications.

In terms of the average energy-delay product, the smart cache achieves a value of 0.66 — a significant reduction compared to the best static approach. This shows the benefits of dynamic reconfiguration of the level-2 cache using smart cache approach.

4.5.1.3.2 Configurations Selected To consider how these savings are achieved, Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the predictions made by the Smart cache vary along the application. Also shown for comparison is the oracle approach. Due to space limitations, only the results from four representative benchmarks are shown.

In bzip2, there is a regular pattern of configurations that are required, alternating between a 64KB, 2-way cache and a 2MB configuration. It is clear from the diagram that smart cache approach accurately tracks the oracle and leads to the savings shown in figure 4.7.

The next two benchmarks (equake and gcc) have irregular patterns. For the majority of the time, the Smart cache can accurately determine the correct configuration to use. However, sometimes it predicts too small a cache size (in equake), leading to performance losses or too large a configuration (in gcc), leading to higher ED values than are optimal.

The final benchmark is mgrid which is interesting because smart cache obtains a lower ED value than the oracle. As can be seen in figure 4.8 and figure 4.9, this is due to the Smart cache accurately reconfiguring the cache as the oracle scheme does, but occasionally using a smaller size which leads to negligible performance losses but increased energy savings. Overall, figure 4.8 and figure 4.9 show that the Smart cache is able to track the configurations chosen by the unrealistic oracle scheme.

A summary of the configurations required by both the oracle and the Smart cache
Figure 4.11: Combined performance and energy-delay characteristic of all three caches within the cache hierarchy, showing an overall reduction in energy-delay of 50% can be seen in figure 4.10. The result is presented as a heat map, where darker blocks correspond to more frequently chosen configurations. These figures are averaged across all SPEC CPU 2000 applications.

The most frequently-used configuration is the 2MB, 4-way cache. In contrast, a direct-mapped cache is rarely chosen by either scheme, and nor is the smallest cache size of 64KB, apart from the 2-way configuration that is useful for certain benchmarks, as seen in figure 4.8 and figure 4.9. From these heat maps it is clear that the Smart cache’s predictions are closely correlated to the configurations chosen by the oracle, providing further evidence of the accuracy of smart cache approach.

### 4.5.2 Cache Hierarchy Reconfiguration

Having shown the benefits of reconfiguring each cache individually, this section evaluates the effects of reconfiguring each cache in the hierarchy at the same time. Figure 4.11 shows the results. It shows the best static configuration and smart cache approach only. Results for the oracle scheme are not shown, because this would require a complete evaluation of the design space (i.e., 128,304 simulations) which is impractical within the current setup.

As figure 4.11 shows, applications such as applu, art, eon, gap, gzip, lucas, mesa, twolf and wupwise incur small performance losses of under 4%. However, other benchmarks experience larger losses, leading to an average performance loss of 5.3%.

On the other hand, there are significant improvements in the energy-delay values achieved. The smart cache approach is always better than the best static configuration with swim achieving a value of 0.27 and applu achieving 0.29. The reason behind the decrease in performance, when all caches change simultaneously, is the selection of inappropriate cache configurations during transition phases. This can be observed by
For example, in *apsi*, individually changing the instruction and level-2 caches incurs less than 2% performance loss. However, when changing all caches at once, the smart cache model mistakenly selects too small a size for the data cache and this influences predictions made for the level-2 cache, increasing overall performance losses. A similar effect can be seen in *bzip2, equake, facerec, mgrid* and *parser*. Since the experiments are started from the beginning of each application and execute 60 billion instructions without using any profiled phase information, many small transition phases are encountered in the experiments. These transition phase boundaries could be easily identified by a phase detector [121, 103], which would allow us to vary the interval length and reconfigure more accurately. However, on average, the Smart cache approach achieves an energy-delay of 0.50, almost half that of the best static scheme.

### 4.5.3 Summary

This section has presented the results from the Smart cache approach. It is clear from figures 4.5 and 4.6 that reconfiguring the instruction and data caches does not bring many benefits. This is because of their small sizes in comparison to the level-2 cache, meaning that, relatively, they do not contribute as much energy to the total processor budget. However, as seen in figures 4.7 and 4.11, reconfiguring the level-2 cache can bring significant improvements in energy-delay. Therefore, dynamically reconfiguring the level-2 cache alone results in an overall cache hierarchy energy-delay reduction of 34% compared to a statically configured baseline cache.

### 4.6 Analysis of Smart Cache

Having shown the benefits of the Smart cache, the design space around it is considered. Specifically, a comparison is shown against existing state-of-the-art cache reconfiguration designs, then evaluate a linear regression model instead of a decision tree. Finally, this section shows that this approach is robust across benchmark suites by training on SPEC CPU 2000 and running on SPEC CPU 2006.
Figure 4.12: Energy-delay values for different cache architectures running on the baseline level-2 cache configuration.

4.6.1 Comparison With Prior Work

The first evaluation compares the smart cache architecture with prior state-of-the-art designs. Figure 4.12 shows set-only cache [105], which can increase/decrease cache size; Way Concatenation cache [144], which concatenates one or more ways to get the desired associativity and also uses way-shutdown to turn-off the unused ways to reduce leakage power. Set and Way cache [139], which incorporate both [8, 105] schemes and the Smart Cache. The energy-delay product achieved when running each benchmark on the best static configurations for that application for each cache architecture is shown. The best static configuration is the one that has the lowest energy-delay and a maximum 2% performance loss, from all the possible configurations.

For benchmarks such as art, bzip2, facerec, galgel, gcc, parser, twolf, vortex and vpr the best static configuration is 2MB with eight-way associativity so there are no energy savings achievable for any cache architecture. The set-only, set-and-way and Smart approaches consume around 1.7% more energy compared to way-concatenation, because the latter does not use extra tag-bits that other architectures require to change the cache size. For some benchmarks, like bzip2, facerec, gcc, parser and vortex, the set-only and set-and-way approaches do not do well compared to the way-concatenation and Smart caches. The reason for this is that these benchmarks require a 2MB cache with two-way associativity which is only offered by way-concatenation and Smart cache. For these architectures, dynamic energy is reduced by accessing fewer ways, which is not possible in the set-only and set-and-way caches.

For others benchmarks, such as applu, eon, gap and lucas significant energy-delay reductions can be achieved. This is due to smart cache approach accessing fewer sets and ways as compared to the set-only and set-and-way approaches for lower associativity. It can also be seen that no single approach can provide good energy-delay values
Figure 4.13: Performance and energy-delay comparison of decision tree and linear regression models when used to reconfigure the instruction cache.

For all applications.

Overall, the average level-2 cache energy-delay achieved by the smart cache approach is 0.28, which is 18% better than set-only and set-and-way approaches and 25% better than the way-concatenation with way-shutdown approach. This clearly demonstrates the benefits of using smart cache architecture for cache reconfiguration. The next section now harnesses this flexibility to dynamically reconfigure level-2 cache to obtain further power savings.

4.6.2 Impact of Predictive Model

It is interesting to see how the Smart cache would behave, when a different machine learning model is selected to guide its reconfiguration decisions. Now, considering a linear regressor as an alternative model and results for different caches are shown in figures 4.13 to 4.15.

4.6.2.1 Instruction Cache

Figure 4.13 shows the performance and energy-delay of the Smart cache when using a decision tree and linear regression model and reconfiguring the instruction cache alone. On an average the performance and energy-delay of the two models are almost same, leading to a reduction of 59% in energy-delay compared to the baseline. However in applications like apsi and eon, the decision tree model’s prediction is within the chosen performance limit of 2%, whereas the linear regression model incurs 11% and 8% for apsi and eon respectively. In mesa the linear regression model predicts a bigger cache size of 32KB than the required 16KB, which is accurately predicted by the decision tree model.
Figure 4.14: Performance and energy-delay comparison of decision tree and linear regression models when used to reconfigure the data cache.

4.6.2.2 Data Cache

Now coming to the data cache, shown in figure 4.14, it can be seen that on an average the performance and energy-delay of the two models are almost same. Thus, both models offer a reduction of 66% in energy-delay compared to the baseline. However, in applications like crafty and galgel the linear regression model predicts the wrong cache configuration. This leads to a performance degradation of 6% in crafty and an energy-delay of 0.40 above the decision tree model.

4.6.2.3 Level-2 Cache

Now considering the last level cache. Figure 4.15 shows the prediction results of dynamic reconfiguration using the decision tree and linear regression models. Once more, on average both models have similar performance and offer a significant energy-delay reduction of 64% compared to the baseline configuration.

In applications like apsi, facerec, galgel and parser the linear regression model incurs 9%, 10%, 8% and 8% performance loss respectively compared to the decision tree model which incurs less than 4% performance loss in all the above applications. On an average both the decision tree and linear regression models perform similarly in terms of both performance and energy-delay. However, a decision tree performs better on a per-application basis and is more simple to implement in hardware compared to the linear regression model. Hence, the choice of a decision tree model to guide smart cache reconfiguration was justified.

4.6.3 Reconfiguring SPEC CPU 2006

Although leave-one-out cross-validation is employed to evaluate the decision tree model, it is interesting to consider how this approach would perform by training on one bench-
Figure 4.15: Performance and energy-delay comparison of decision tree and linear regression models when used to reconfigure the level-2 cache.

Figure 4.16: Performance and energy-delay characteristic of the unified level-2 cache for SPEC CPU 2006 after training the decision tree model on SPEC CPU 2000.

What is immediately obvious is that the decision tree model can accurately capture the benefits available on a different benchmark suite. The average performance loss is only 1.2% and the average energy-delay is 0.51. This comes from a dramatic energy-delay value of 0.13 for *milc*, 0.31 for *namd*, 0.35 for *perl* and 0.32 for *sjeng*. The results here show that the decision tree model can be applied across benchmark suites to achieve the benefits of dynamic cache reconfiguration with minimal performance loss.

### 4.7 Multicore Systems

Now final evaluation considers the impact of sharing within the last level cache and the benefits achievable by the Smart cache architecture in this scenario.
Figure 4.17: Performance and energy-delay characteristic of two-core workloads.

4.7.1 Simulation Infrastructure

Compared to all other experiments in this chapter, a multiprogrammed version of HotLeakage is used, with the same updates as in the single core experiments. This includes the addition of separate Re Order Buffer (ROB) entries, Load Store Queue (LSQ), instruction and data cache for each core. They all share the Level-2 cache. Due to the large simulation times, 20 billion instructions are fast-forwarded from each benchmark, warmed-up the caches and branch target buffers for 500 million cycles, reset the statistics and then ran for 1 billion cycles per application.

The level-2 cache is altered to a 4MB, 8-way configuration for the two-core workloads and a 8MB, 16-way cache for the four-core workloads, to account for the increased requirements of the benchmarks. The workloads are randomly selected from those applications that would run correctly in this multiprogrammed simulator. Again the leave-one-out cross-validation is used to train the Smart cache.

4.7.2 Two Cores

The results for two-core system are shown in figure 4.17. On an average the Smart cache offers an energy-delay of .55 when compared to the baseline and best-static configurations. For applications like crafty+lucas and lucas+gap, smart cache scheme predicts bigger cache configurations (1.5MB) than the required 1MB. Nevertheless, on an average, the Smart cache energy-delay is just 5% away from the oracle value, incurring less than 1.5% performance loss compared to the baseline. There is no energy saving when running mcf+crafty, gap+mcf and bzip2+art workloads, as these applications require the entire cache. In these situations, the Smart cache recognizes the need for a large cache and does not attempt reconfiguration. However in lucas+gap a significant reduction in energy-delay of 70% is achieved by the Smart cache.
4.7.3 Four Cores

Finally, results on a four-core system are shown in figure 4.18. Here the Smart cache offers an energy-delay reduction of 12% on average. For workloads like bzip2 + lucas + gzip + art, mesa+mgrid+gcc+art, art+galgel+mesa+mcf and gcc+gzip+crafty+mgrid, the smart cache achieves energy-delay reductions of 14%, 33%, 15% and 12% respectively. These results clearly show that the Smart cache can be used in both single and multicore scenarios where caches are shared among several different applications.

4.8 Summary

This chapter has presented a novel configurable cache architecture and a decision tree machine learning model that dynamically predicts the best cache configuration for any application. The main goal is to reduce both dynamic and static energy without losing performance. This chapter has demonstrated that the smart cache approach reduces energy-delay by 0.17 in the data cache and 0.34 in the level-2 cache with less than 2% performance degradation in comparison to the baseline cache. Furthermore, this has demonstrated that smart cache approach generalizes by predicting one benchmark suite after training on another, and applying the Smart cache to multiprogrammed scenarios where the last-level cache is shared among several different applications. The next chapter will discuss the shared LLC cache architecture present in CMPs and proposes an energy efficient cache partitioning scheme for the same.
Chapter 5
Cooperative Partitioning

The demand for high performance computing systems requires processor vendors to increase the number of cores per Chip Multiprocessor (CMP). As the processor count per chip increases, effective energy management of the Last Level Cache (LLC), which is the largest cache and common to all cores, becomes increasingly important. This energy constraint is enforced by the fixed Thermal Design Power. Most of the previous work on cache energy savings are based on single-core designs and are either focused on turning off parts of the cache memory to save static energy or on predicting the way that will be accessed, thereby saving dynamic energy. These techniques are mostly inapplicable to the LLC because of differing problem constraints.

The solution proposed in Chapter 4 incurs re-mapping of address, when cache size is increased by varying the cache sets. This chapter proposes a cache partitioning that depends on varying only the cache ways. This avoids re-mapping of addresses when the cache size is increased by varying the cache sets as proposed in Chapter 4. The solution proposed in Chapter 4 still holds good for Level 1 caches.

For Level 2 caches, this chapter proposes an LLC energy-saving scheme, specific to shared memory multi-core CMPs with multi-programmed workloads that reduces both dynamic and static energy with minimal performance degradation. The proposed partitioning scheme is evaluated on two-core and four-core systems, showing that it obtains an average dynamic and static energy savings of 35% and 25% respectively, compared to a fixed partitioning scheme. In addition, Cooperative Partitioning maintains high performance while transferring ways five times faster than an existing state-of-the-art technique.
5.1 Introduction

On-chip caches play a significant role in improving the performance of a processor. Within a chip multiprocessor (CMP), a multi-level cache hierarchy is employed, with the last-level cache (LLC) being the largest and often shared among all cores on the chip. Decreasing its energy consumption is important because it is responsible for a significant fraction of the total processor power budget. However, any efficient energy-saving technique should cause minimal or no performance degradation.

Cache energy reduction techniques have been widely studied in the past. Most work has focused on single-core designs. These turn off parts of the cache, to reduce static energy, or predict the ways that will be accessed, to reduce dynamic energy. However, these schemes are not directly applicable to a CMP LLC due to the filtering effects of the higher cache levels making access patterns hard to predict.

In contrast, there has been significant recent work in partitioning a shared LLC for performance [125, 124, 138, 137]. Applications are restricted to a number of logical ways within the cache, giving the most resources to the programs that obtain the most benefit from them. While these techniques can unlock significant performance increases, they do not consider energy saving when partitioning.

This chapter takes a novel approach to LLC partitioning by forcing data belonging to each core to be way-aligned across all sets. Figure 6.2 gives an example of how cooperative partitioning approach differs from existing partitioning schemes. An unmanaged cache is shown in A, where data belonging to the cores is entirely mixed across sets and ways. In B, a cache partitioning technique has been applied so that the number of ways owned by each core is constant across all sets. However, within the sets, data from each core can reside in any way. The proposed scheme is shown in C. It applies the same partitions as in B, but enforces data way-alignment so that a way is
The energy savings achieved are two-fold. First, dynamic energy can be reduced on each access because a core only needs to consult the ways that it currently owns. The scheme guarantees that its data will never be found anywhere else in the cache. Second, when a whole way is unused by any core, it can be turned off to save static energy. Implementing the technique in a partitioned architecture combines large energy savings with high performance.

The proposed scheme is named \textit{Cooperative Partitioning}, because cores cooperate with each other after partitioning, to migrate ways between themselves. The state-of-the-art cache partitioning along with the fixed partitioning is implemented in the simulation infrastructure described in Section 5.3. Using cooperative partitioning in a two-core system brings dynamic energy savings of 32\% and static energy savings of 25\% compared to a fixed partitioning scheme. In a four-core environment, dynamic and static energy savings of 31\% and 20\% respectively are achieved. In addition, due to the cooperative takeover algorithm for transferring ways, migration is five times faster, on an average, than a state-of-the-art partitioning scheme and flushes less data back to memory.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 describes the cache monitoring scheme and partitioning algorithm and explains the internals of the cache architecture. This section also discusses the overheads associated with the cache re-configuration. Section 5.3 describes the experimental methodology, workloads, and metrics used for evaluation. Section 5.4 evaluates the proposed approach on two-core and four-core systems and Section 5.5 analyses the reasons behind the results. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes.

\section{5.2 Cooperative Partitioning}

The cooperative partitioning scheme is split into two distinct parts. The first monitors cache usage and determines the optimal partitions for the running applications. The second enforces the required partitions, enabling static and dynamic energy savings. As is common in last level caches, this section assumes accesses are serial. Therefore dynamic energy savings come from the tag side only.

An overview of the cache partitioning system is shown in Figure 6.3. During the first phase, LLC accesses are monitored and partitioning decisions are made periodically, about the number of ways to allocate to each core according to their cache re-
Figure 5.2: An overview of the cooperative partitioning architecture.

The cache architecture builds on prior work to determine the optimal partitions for the LLC. As in state-of-the-art schemes, the proposed scheme targets a cache that is shared among multiprogrammed workloads [14, 19, 75, 109, 137]. Accesses are tracked by utility monitors [109] for computing each application’s use of the cache. Other partitioning schemes have also made use of these monitors [137], although they could also be specified through the operating system [112].

5.2.1 Usage Monitoring and Partitioning

The cache architecture builds on prior work to determine the optimal partitions for the LLC. As in state-of-the-art schemes, the proposed scheme targets a cache that is shared among multiprogrammed workloads [14, 19, 75, 109, 137]. Accesses are tracked by utility monitors [109] for computing each application’s use of the cache. Other partitioning schemes have also made use of these monitors [137], although they could also be specified through the operating system [112].

In the second phase, this information is used to set the appropriate access permission registers that determine how each core can access each LLC way. During this phase, ways are gradually migrated between cores or turned off.

To enforce the required partitioning decisions and enable way-alignment of data, two new registers for each way called the read access permission (RAP) and write access permission (WAP) registers are introduced. These allow specific cores to read and write in each way.

First, it describes the cache monitoring scheme, then explain the RAP and WAP registers in more detail. Then it describes how reconfiguration is achieved by transferring ways between cores. This is called as cooperative takeover and an example of its workings is given. Finally, this section describes the overheads associated with the cache architecture.
Algorithm 1: Cores obtain extra ways when their performance increases above a threshold.

```
balance = N; /* Number of Blocks to be allocated */
allocations[i] = 0; /* For each competing application, i */
prev_max_mu = 0;
while balance do
    foreach application i do
        alloc = allocations[i];
        max_mu[i] = get_max_mu(i, alloc, balance);
        blocks_req[i] = min blocks to get max_mu[i] for i;
        winner = application with maximum value of max_mu;
    /***** Modified implementation starts here *****/
    This following are the modifications that are added to UCP [109].
    if |prev_max_mu - max_mu| < (prev_max_mu * T_hold) then
        allocations[winner] += blocks_req[winner];
        balance -= blocks_req[winner];
        prev_max_mu = max_mu;
    /***** End of modifications *****/
    return allocations;
```

get_max_mu(p, alloc, balance):
    max_mu = 0;
    for j=1; j<=balance; j++ do
        mu = get_mu_value(p, alloc, alloc+j);
        if mu > max_mu then
            max_mu = mu;
    return max_mu;

get_mu_value(p, a, b):
    return = (miss_a - miss_b)/(b-a);

A modified Utility based Cache Partitioning (UCP) look-ahead algorithm [109] is used to determine partitions, shown in Algorithm 3. This contains a threshold value that is used when allocating ways to a core. The threshold controls the decrease in miss-ratio for each application, preventing each core from being awarded additional ways unless it can significantly benefit from them. Therefore, after running the algorithm, there may be ways that are not allocated to any core. These can be turned off for static energy savings with minimal loss of performance.

5.2.2 Cache Partitioning Control

To control each core’s access to the ways, and enforce way-aligned data, an additional RAP register and WAP register is introduced for every way within the cache. Each RAP register has one bit per core to indicate whether that core can read from the associated way. This is used in conjunction with the WAP register for that way. This
also has one bit per core and indicates whether the core has permission to write to the way or not.

For each core and way, there are three possible modes of operation. If both registers are set for a particular core, then this core can both read and write in that particular way. Otherwise, if the RAP register is set and the WAP register is unset, then the core has only read permission for accessing that way. If both registers are unset, then the core can neither read nor write that way.

Only one core can have full access (RAP set and WAP set) to a particular way at any given time. In fact, under normal conditions only one core can have any access to the way. However, during a transition period, when reconfiguration is taking place, one core can have full access and another can have read-only access. This lasts until the whole way has been transferred from one core to the other and is discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.3. Algorithm 4 describes how the RAP and WAP registers are set at the beginning of a transition period.
Figure 5.3: RAP and WAP register changes when transferring way 2 between cores.

The RAP and WAP registers serve three purposes. First, they enforce the cache partitioning that is currently in operation by restricting cores’ accesses to only the ways that they are allocated. Second, they enable dynamic energy savings because cores only need to access the ways that they have permission for, rather than all ways within the cache. Third, when no cores have access to a particular way (RAP and WAP unset for all cores), then the whole way can be turned off for static energy savings.

Figure 5.3 shows an example of the RAP and WAP registers before, during and after a transition period. Initially both cores own two ways and the registers are set accordingly. A partitioning decision is then made that transfers way 2 to core 0. To allow this, core 0 gets read and write access to way 2, and core 1’s write permission is revoked. After the transition period, core 0 has full control of the way and core 1’s read permission is also withdrawn.

### 5.2.3 Cache Reconfiguration

Once the RAP and WAP registers have been set, the cache must be reconfigured to the new partitioning that is required. To achieve this, a new technique called cooperative takeover is introduced. In this scheme, for each way to be transferred, the donor and
recipient cores cooperate to quickly flush dirty data back to memory and allow the recipient core to take full ownership of all lines in the way.

The proposed scheme avoids the cost of immediately flushing data back to memory, but quickly transfers ownership of the whole way, enabling fast realisation of the dynamic energy savings that can be achieved (when the donor core no longer accesses this way). During transitional periods, dynamic energy consumption is higher than normal because multiple cores access the ways that are being transferred. Therefore, it transfer ways as quickly as possible to minimise the length of time that the way is transitioning.

To enable cooperative takeover, the cache is augmented with a takeover bit vector for each core that is the size of the number of sets in the cache (i.e., one bit per set per core). The donor cores’ bit vectors are reset at the start of a transition period. Whenever a donor core accesses a particular set, dirty data is flushed back to main memory from the ways that it is transferring. This happens whether it hits or misses on that particular access. At the same time, the bit for that particular cache set in the core’s bit vector is set. Additionally, whenever a recipient core accesses a particular set, dirty data is flushed back to memory from the ways that it will be receiving. Again, this occurs whether it hits or misses on that access. In this situation, the bit for that cache set in the donor core’s bit vector is set.

The donor core knows that it is donating ways because it has read permission on those ways, but not write permission. The recipient core knows that it will receive certain ways because it will have read and write permissions to the ways, but another core will also have read permission. When donating or receiving ways, dirty data is flushed in all ways with read permission on each access.

Bit vectors are reset at the start of a transition period for each donor core that is giving away a way. This could interfere with a prior transition of a different way from a donor core that is still in progress. In this situation, the bit vector is still reset and the only result is that the first transition will take longer to complete. However, this situation is rare and is not seen it in any of the experiments.

5.2.4 Cooperative Takeover Example

Figure 6.4 shows an example of cooperative takeover in practice. In this example there are two cores and four cache ways. Initially, the partitioning decision has just been made and two ways are assigned to each core, but core 1 will donate way 2 to core 0.
Figure 5.4: An example of cooperative takeover where core 1 will donate a way to core 0. Whenever either core accesses a set, dirty data is flushed back to memory. Once all sets have been accessed by at least one core, the way can be owned entirely by core 0.

The takeover bit vector for core 1 is totally unset. In the second step, core 1 performs a read that hits in set c in the cache. Its own dirty data from this set in way 2 is flushed back to memory and the takeover bit is set.

Following this, core 0 writes to the cache which misses in set b. In this case, core 1’s dirty line from set b, way 2 is flushed and the corresponding takeover bit set as before. When the new line comes in from memory, it can be placed in way 2 instead of replacing an existing line in another way.

Core 0 then has a read hit in set d. In this case the line in way 2 is not dirty so does not need flushing, but the takeover bit is still set. In the fifth step, core 1 has a read hit in set b. However, the line in way 2 is now owned by core 0 and, even though it is dirty, does not need flushing back to memory. Core 1 can see this because the corresponding takeover bit is already set. Finally, core 1 has a read miss in set a. Again, no dirty data needs flushing, and the takeover bit is set. However, when the line comes into the cache, it will replace the data in way 3 (core 1’s only way).

At this point, all the takeover bits are set and therefore core 0 takes complete ownership of way 2. This is achieved simply by resetting the bit for core 1 in the RAP register for way 2, meaning that it no longer has read permission for that way (write permission had already been withdrawn).
5.2.5 Reconfiguration Overheads

There are four types of overhead associated with the cache partitioning and reconfiguration scheme. These are the changes to the replacement policy, hardware overheads of implementation, and the performance and power overheads of carrying out the partitioning.

5.2.5.1 Replacement Policy

The scheme proposed in [109] is used in cooperative partitioning, where an extra two bits are added to each tag entry to distinguish data belonging to each core. Algorithm 4 determines which ways will be transferred between cores, then the replacement algorithm links the corresponding ways accordingly [23, 63, 124].

5.2.5.2 Hardware Overheads

As in other schemes [137], the proposed scheme uses an existing cache monitoring scheme to track the usage of each set by each core and requires the same hardware as this [109]. To implement cooperative takeover, it only requires one bit vector for each core for each set, along with RAP and WAP registers for each way. In the 4MB L2 cache, used for four-core experiments in Section 5.4, this comes to a little over 8k bits. Table 6.1 details the requirements for the two caches that have been taken to study.

5.2.5.3 Performance Overheads

When transferring a way from one core to another, blocks from each set are selected to be given to the recipient core. State-of-the-art schemes are free to choose any block within each set; selecting the LRU block is one method [137]. Cooperative partitioning keeps the data way-aligned, so does not have the flexibility to choose blocks on a per-set basis. This makes the scheme closer in performance to a random choice of replacement block. However, in practice, this causes a negligible performance loss compared with prior work and is more than offset by the energy savings.

5.2.5.4 Power Overheads

Since the cache has extra circuitry for monitoring and partitioning, it consumes more power than a regular cache. However, it can realise considerable savings in dynamic and static energy, which far outweigh the overheads incurred. Nevertheless, all power overheads are included in the simulated results in Section 5.4.
Table 5.1: Summary of the hardware overheads of the proposed scheme for two-core and four-core systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Description</th>
<th>Two Core</th>
<th>Four Core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takeover Bit Vectors</td>
<td>2048 * 2</td>
<td>4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAP</td>
<td>8 * 2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAP</td>
<td>8 * 2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4128</td>
<td>8320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.6 Summary

This section has described Cooperative Partitioning as a high-performance, energy efficient cache partitioning scheme. This chapter introduces RAP and WAP registers to control access to cache ways, keeping data way-aligned and enabling unused ways to be turned off. During transition periods, when ways are being transferred between cores, both donor and recipient cores cooperate to flush dirty data back to memory. This enables the recipient to quickly take ownership of the ways and maximises the time when dynamic energy savings can be realised.

5.3 Experimental Methodology

This section describes the environment used to evaluate the proposed cache architecture.

5.3.1 Simulator

The proposed cooperative partitioning is implemented in Marss-x86 [102]. Table 6.2 shows the configuration of the system. A 4-wide, x86-based out-of-order processor with a 7 stage pipeline is simulated. A multi-core system with a two-core and a four-core is modelled to fully evaluate the effects of sharing and partitioning the last level cache. All level 1 caches are private and all processors share a common level 2 cache. The DRAM conflicts and bus queueing delays are modelled and Cacti [132] at 45nm is used to get energy information. Finally, a 5 million cycle phase interval for monitoring and partitioning decisions is assumed, as in prior work [109].
## 5.3.2 Workloads

All C and C++ benchmarks from SPEC CPU2006 [122] are taken, which totals 19 applications; FORTRAN benchmarks could not be incorporated into the simulation environment. To select groups to run in parallel, benchmarks are arranged into categories according to their misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) within the last level cache. Table 5.3 shows this classification.

A group of 14 two-application workloads are created by randomly selecting benchmarks so that there was at least one highly memory intensive program (MPKI > 5) in each group. The 14 four-application workloads were created by randomly selecting applications so that groups contained at least one highly memory intensive and one mediumly memory intensive program (1 < MPKI < 5). These are shown in table 5.4.

All benchmarks are run using the reference inputs, after first skipping the initialisation routines that is discovered through source code inspection. Having fast-forwarded through initialisation, the caches and branch predictor are warmed for 5 million cycles. Then, at least 1 billion instructions per application are simulated, as is common practice [44, 137]. Statistics are reported for 1 billion instructions per benchmark, but all applications continued running until the last program in the group had reached 1 billion instructions, to keep contending for cache resources.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>MPKI</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>MPKI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Gobmk</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>DealII</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lbm</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gromacs</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sjeng</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>H264ref</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soplex</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>Milc</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Astar</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Namd</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bzip2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Omnetpp</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calculix</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Perlbench</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gcc</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td></td>
<td>Povray</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Libquantum</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Xalan</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mcf</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Workload classification based on misses per kilo instructions (MPKI). The High group has MPKI > 5, Medium is 1 < MPKI < 5 and Small has MPKI < 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two Core Workloads</th>
<th>Four Core Workloads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G2-1 Soplex, Namd</td>
<td>G4-1 Gobmk, Gcc, Perl., Xalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-2 Soplex, Milc</td>
<td>G4-2 Sjeng, Lbm, Calculix, Om.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-3 Gobmk, H264.</td>
<td>G4-3 DealII, Sjeng, Soplex, Namd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-4 Lbm, Povray</td>
<td>G4-4 Soplex, Sjeng, H264., Astar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-5 Gobmk, Perl.</td>
<td>G4-5 Lbm, Libq., Gromacs, Mcf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-6 Lbm, Bzip2</td>
<td>G4-6 Gobmk, Libq., Namd, Perl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-7 Lbm, Astar</td>
<td>G4-7 Lbm, Sjeng, Povray, Om.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-8 Lbm, Soplex</td>
<td>G4-8 Lbm, Soplex, H264., DealII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-9 Soplex, DealII</td>
<td>G4-9 Lbm, Xalan, Milc, Soplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-10 Sjeng, Calculix</td>
<td>G4-10 Sjeng, Povray, Milc, Gobmk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-11 Sjeng, Xalan</td>
<td>G4-11 Gobmk, Libq., H264., Gromacs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-12 Soplex, Gcc</td>
<td>G4-12 Soplex, Astar, Om., Milc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-13 Sjeng, Povray</td>
<td>G4-13 Soplex, Gcc, Libq., Xalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-14 Gobmk, Om.</td>
<td>G4-14 Soplex, Bzip2, Astar, Milc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Workload groupings.
5.3.3 Evaluation Metrics

To measure system performance a weighted speedup metric is used. This shows the reduction in execution time for each benchmark compared to its running in isolation (so higher is better).

\[
WeightedSpeedup = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{IPC_{shared}[i]}{IPC_{alone}[i]} \quad (5.1)
\]

\(IPC_{alone}\) is the IPC of an application when it is running in isolation, \(IPC_{shared}\) is the IPC of the same application when it is running in conjunction with other applications, and \(N\) refers to the number of concurrent threads.

5.3.4 Comparison Approaches

To fully evaluate the partitioning scheme, it needs to be compared against four different approaches. \textit{Unmanaged} is the baseline case. This corresponds to an LLC with no partitioning at all. Therefore, all cores compete for cache resources and can evict each others’ data at any time. The next approach is \textit{Fair Share} which corresponds to a statically-partitioned cache, where all cores have an equal number of ways, regardless of their memory behaviour.

\textit{CPE} is a state-of-the-art static cache partitioning architecture for energy efficiency [114]. Using profile data, a static partition of the cache is computed. Applications can only access their designated regions of the cache, and these do not change during runtime. This design is the most flexible in terms of partitioning, because both sets and ways are configurable, leading to significant energy savings. In this comparison, the original architecture is extended to work with dynamic reconfiguration. This is achieved by profiling the applications and then using this data to drive the dynamic partitioning at runtime. Although unrealistic, this scheme serves as a useful comparison against an existing energy-focused technique.

\textit{UCP} is a state-of-the-art dynamic cache partitioning scheme for high performance [109]. A Look-ahead algorithm is implemented in UCP to allocate ways to cores. Finally, \textit{Cooperative Partitioning} is the proposed scheme which aims for high performance and large energy savings.
5.4 Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of Cooperative Partitioning in terms of performance and energy consumption. Results are shown for both two-core and four-core systems. Unless otherwise stated, all results are normalised to the Fair Share scheme and the average used is the geometric mean.

5.4.1 Evaluation of a Two-Core System

5.4.1.1 Performance

Figure 5.5 shows the weighted speedup of each group of two-application workloads. It is clear that UCP and Cooperative Partitioning consistently have the highest performance across all combination of benchmarks. Further, almost all workloads benefit from some form of partitioning in the LLC. The exceptions are Group2–5 to Group2–7, Group2–12 and Group2–13 where the Unmanaged cache performs better than the Fair Share scheme. Applications such as astar, bzip2, gcc, perlbench and povray benefit significantly from a large amount of cache space, which can be achieved in Unmanaged. In Fair Share, there are fixed boundaries which penalises these programs. Hence Unmanaged achieves a speedup of 14% in Group2–12 because gcc is unconstrained. This motivates the need for a flexible cache partitioning approach, such as UCP or Cooperative Partitioning.

The modified comparison Dynamic CPE algorithm does not perform as well as would be expected, given that it has profile information to guide its partitioning decisions. This is because it has high flushing costs whenever altering the LLC configuration. When workload partitioning changes are infrequent, CPE performs close to
UCP and the cooperative partitioning approach. This is most evident in workloads Group2–1 to Group2–3. On the other hand, when there are frequent changes to the partitions, Dynamic CPE performs worse than UCP and Cooperative Partitioning. For example, in Group2–7, CPE achieves a speedup of 1.31, compared to 1.45 for UCP and Cooperative partitioning scheme, meaning it is 11% faster.

The performance of the cooperative partitioning approach is close to UCP. On an average, cooperative partitioning achieves a speedup of 1.13 and UCP achieves 1.14. The reason for is that it uses cooperative takeover of ways and must keep data way-aligned, whereas UCP does not have this restriction. As cooperative partitioning results show, in practice this is not a significant issue and it can still get large performance benefits despite this method of partitioning.

5.4.1.2 Dynamic Energy

Figure 5.6 shows the dynamic energy consumption of each different partitioning scheme. As explained earlier, Unmanaged and UCP do not provide dynamic energy savings as
they do not support aligned data (instead each access consults all cache ways). The cooperative partitioning approach achieves energy savings of up to 50% compared with the Fair Share scheme. This is because the cooperative partitioning scheme accesses only 2.9 ways, on an average, compared to 8 for the baseline and 4 for Fair Share. The largest savings are achieved by Group2–3, the reason being that on an average only two ways per access are active.

In Group2–4, Group2–6, Group2–7, Group2–12 and Group2–13, frequent partitioning occurs due to the changing requirements of astar, bzip2, gcc and povray. For these workloads, CPE incurs significant overheads from flushing data while partitioning. However, the cooperative partitioning scheme can cope with these changes and still achieve significant energy savings (between 18% and 26%). On an average, Cooperative Partitioning has a dynamic energy consumption of just 68% of the Fair Share scheme, compared to 74% for CPE.

### 5.4.1.3 Static Energy

Static energy consumption is shown in Figure 5.7 and cooperative partitioning provides significant savings. The Unmanaged, UCP and Fair Share schemes do not reduce static energy because they do not enforce way-aligned data. In Cooperative Partitioning, when workloads under-utilise the cache memory, then the remaining cache ways can be turned off. In CPE, sets and ways can be shut down for static energy savings. As can be seen from Figure 5.7, in Group2–2, static energy savings of 48% are achieved. In this workload, only two ways are required by each application, on an average, therefore almost half the cache can be power-gated. However, for Group2–6, Group2–7 and Group2–12 the cache is used in its entirety, hence no ways can be turned off at all.

The unrealistic Dynamic CPE scheme also saves considerable amounts of energy, although never more than Cooperative Partitioning. On average the cooperative partitioning approach consumes 75% of the static energy of the Unmanaged, UCP and Fair Share caches, whilst Dynamic CPE consumes 78%. Overall, Cooperative Partitioning consumes less energy than other schemes, with performance just 1% away from the best across all comparison approaches.
5.4.2 Evaluation of a Four-Core System

5.4.2.1 Performance

Figure 5.8 shows the weighted speedup of the four application workloads, where it is clear to see that Dynamic CPE performs very poorly. This is due to frequent partitioning changes, leading to significant amounts of flushing in this approach. Dynamic CPE is not scalable across a large number of cores because the number of flushes increases with the number of applications.

Workloads like Group4–3 have small cache requirements, meaning that there is not a significant amount of performance improvement available beyond the Fair Share scheme. Further, these workloads benefit significantly from partitioning due to thrashing between two applications (sjeng and soplex) in Unmanaged. On the other hand, workloads like Group4–13 contain at least one application that requires a large fraction of the cache (i.e., more than a quarter given by Fair Share). In this case the program is gcc which obtains 7 ways on average. Fair Share unnecessarily constrains these applications, meaning that other schemes can achieve significant speedups.

As in the two-application workloads, Cooperative Partitioning performs similarly to UCP and is never slower than Fair Share. On an average, UCP achieves a 1.13 speedup whereas cooperative partitioning approach achieves 1.12.

5.4.2.2 Dynamic Energy

Figure 5.9 shows the dynamic energy consumption of these workloads. Group4–3 obtains the lowest energy consumption that is 46% of the Fair Share scheme. In this workload, two applications get only two ways within the cache and these account for the majority of LLC accesses. Workloads Group4–4, Group4–12 and Group4–13 have
at least one application that benefits from a large LLC. These are *astar* and *gcc*. Therefore it might be reasonable to expect the dynamic energy consumption of these groups to be larger in Cooperative Partitioning than in Fair Share, because these applications are assigned larger cache partitions which consume more energy on each access. However, the energy increases prove to be negligible compared to the consumption from the high MPKI applications that co-execute alongside. The memory intensive applications get assigned to a narrow partition, so that it consumes less energy than in Fair Share. Since these dominate the cache accesses, cooperative partitioning scheme ends up with significant dynamic energy savings, even in these cases.

In total, cooperative partitioning approach consumes just 69% of the dynamic energy of the Fair Share scheme. In comparison, Dynamic CPE consumes 82%. This is because cooperative partitioning accesses 3.2 ways on an average, compared to 4 for Fair Share.
5.4.2.3 Static Energy

Finally, static energy consumption is shown in Figure 5.10. Here, five workloads completely utilise the cache space, meaning that no ways are turned off. However, in the other groups, large savings are achieved by Cooperative Partitioning, such as Group4–3, Group4–8 and Group4–11 where there are 38% savings. This is because these workloads use fewer ways on an average, compared to other schemes (e.g., two applications have 2 ways and two have 3 ways in Group4–11). This leads to an average static energy consumption of 80% of the Fair Share approach.

5.5 Analysis of Results

Having evaluated cooperative partitioning in terms of both performance and energy consumption, this section now analyses the reasons for the benefits seen. First, it considers the sensitivity of the algorithm to the turn-off threshold, to show how small values maintain high performance but enable large energy savings. It then shows the amount of time taken to transfer ways between cores, which has to be as short as possible. To show how cooperation between cores takes place when migrating ways, this section shows the types of access that set the takeover bit vector, then analyses the LLC to memory bandwidth used when transferring. Also, this section conducts the analysis on the two-application workloads only, due to space limitations. In addition, the four-application workloads behave similarly and thus the same conclusions can be applied to them.
Figure 5.12: Impact of altering the takeover threshold value on dynamic energy.

Figure 5.13: Impact of altering the takeover threshold value on static energy.

5.5.1 Impact of Takeover Threshold

Figure 5.11 shows the performance impact of altering the takeover threshold, described in Section 6.2.3, for a range of thresholds, from 0 to 0.2. A threshold value of 0 corresponds to an allocation of ways in the same manner as UCP. Increasing it makes it more difficult for an application to obtain more ways; they are only given out if the application significantly benefits from them. At the other extreme, a threshold value of 1 would mean that no ways were ever allocated to any core.

When a threshold value is 0.05 or less, there is no change in performance compared with a threshold of 0. For a 0.1 threshold, 17% performance loss is incurred. When this is increased to 0.2, all workloads experience large performance losses. The reason is that with such a high value, performance benefits from increasing ways are less than the threshold allows. Therefore, the algorithm falsely prohibits the acquisition of extra ways, leading to poor performance.

On the other hand, large energy savings can be achieved as the threshold value increases. These are shown in Figures 5.12-5.13. With a threshold of 0.05, almost
all workloads achieve dynamic energy savings (all apart from Group2–6, Group2–7 and Group2–12) and all achieve static energy savings. This justifies the use of a 0.05 threshold value for all other experiments, as this provides a good trade-off between high performance and significant energy savings.

### 5.5.2 Cooperative Takeover Events

Cooperative Partitioning relies on cooperative takeover to implement its partitioning decisions. Figure 5.14 shows the breakdown of events that set takeover bits when transferring ways between cores. It shows hits and misses by the donor and recipient cores for each of the fourteen workloads.

In almost all groups, donor hits and recipient misses account for well over half the takeover bits being set. In the majority of cases, these events correspond to approximately two-thirds of the bits being set. The only exception is Group2–8 where this only happens 48% of the time.

There is an intuitive reason for this finding. The donor core has enough space in the LLC and, in fact, is giving away one of its ways because it does not need so much room. Therefore most of its accesses will hit in the cache. On the other hand, the recipient core needs more space because its data cannot fit comfortably in the LLC. Therefore, it will miss frequently in the cache until its allocation of ways increases. Hence, these two events are expected to be the most common, and, as Figure 5.14 shows, in practice they do lead to the majority of takeover bits being set.
5.5.3 Transition Time

Setting of takeover bits on donor and recipient accesses means that ways can quickly be transferred between cores. To quantify the amount of time this actually takes, consider Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. This shows the average number of cycles for Cooperative Partitioning to transfer each complete way between cores for each workload. For comparison, UCP is also shown. Since UCP does not enforce way-aligned data, this value corresponds to the average number of cycles taken to transfer one block from each set.

It is clear that Cooperative Partitioning is significantly faster to transfer ways than UCP. On an average, in a two-core system, it takes 10M cycles whereas UCP takes 58M and in a four-core system, cooperative partitioning takes 3.3M cycles whereas UCP takes 75M cycles. Since these account for just 33% of all accesses to each way during partitioning (as shown in Figure 5.14), it follows that Cooperative Partitioning is faster. Further, there are some blocks that are infrequently accessed and these take a large number of cycles to cause a recipient miss. This also accounts for the large transition time in UCP.
5.5.3.1 Reconfiguration Frequency

Also it should be noted that, on an average, the reconfiguration frequency is, once in every 50 Million cycles for a two-core system and once in every 25 Million cycles for a four core system. Thus, on an average, 20% of time is spent in transition for a two-core system and 12% of time is spent in transition for a four core system.

5.5.4 Memory Bandwidth Usage

The final analysis concerns the amount of memory bandwidth used to flush dirty cache blocks back to main memory during a transition. Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.19 show how the average number of flushed blocks vary over time once a partitioning decision has been made. Due to the speed that Cooperative Partitioning transfers ways between cores (Section 5.5.3), it incurs a higher cost initially, with a large number of lines being flushed. In a two-core system, this quickly drops off 6 million cycles after a partitioning decision is made and stays close to 0 until 10 million when the transfer of
the way is complete. In a four-core system, this quickly drops to zero at 3.3 million cycles after a partitioning decision is made.

In a two-core system, for UCP, there is also a peak in the number of lines flushed during the first period (up to 4 million cycles in a two-core system and 1 million cycles in a four-core system), although its magnitude is considerably smaller as compared to Cooperative Partitioning. However, after this point there is a steady use of memory bandwidth, rising to another peak at 7.5 million cycles in a two core system, then down to nearly 0 just after 10 million cycles. As previously stated, UCP does not complete its transfer until 58 million cycles and 78 million cycles in a two-core and four-core system respectively have passed. Therefore UCP has a more constant memory bandwidth usage, whereas Cooperative Partitioning causes a larger activity burst in a short period of time.

In fact, what is not shown is that UCP has to flush more lines from LLC to memory during a transition than Cooperative Partitioning. This is because UCP only flushes on a miss by the recipient. Before this happens there can be multiple writes by the donor core, making clean blocks dirty. Although this can also happen in Cooperative Partitioning, it is much less likely, since all accesses by the donor will cause the takeover bit vector to be set and the block transferred to the recipient. On an average, Cooperative Partitioning flushes 5102 lines, whereas UCP flushes 6536.

Having shown the traffic from LLC to memory, it will be interesting to show the traffic from memory to LLC. This will give more information, since cooperative partitioning selects random data from the ways as it might end up in selecting the MRU line. Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.20 show the total number of lines transferred from memory to LLC which implements UCP, cooperative partitioning scheme and a baseline unmanaged cache. Since UCP selects LRU line, the number of lines transferred back from memory to LLC is not that much, whereas, in cooperative partitioning scheme, it picks the random lines from the ways, it does end up in transferring some extra blocks from main memory to LLC, but this is far less (less than 1%) to the baseline scheme.

5.6 Summary

This chapter has proposed Cooperative Partitioning, a novel partitioning scheme for last-level caches in CMPs. This approach maintains high performance while saving significant dynamic and static energy. It achieves this by enforcing way-aligned data within the cache, and by cooperation between cores when migrating ways between
Figure 5.19: LLC to memory bandwidth usage for flushing data after a partitioning decision in a four-core system.

Figure 5.20: Memory to LLC bandwidth usage after flushing the data in a four-core system.

themselves. The state-of-the-art cache partitioning along with the fixed partitioning is implemented in the simulation infrastructure described in Section 5.3. Evaluation on a two-core system shows savings of 32% dynamic and 25% static energy compared to a fixed partitioning scheme. In a four-core environment, dynamic and static energy savings of 31% and 20% are achieved, with negligible loss of performance. Further, cooperative partitioning scheme migrates ways between cores five times more quickly than a state-of-the-art partitioning approach and requires less data to be flushed back to memory.

The energy savings realised by Cooperative Partitioning create additional headroom in the processor’s thermal design power. Thus the negligible reduction in performance can be mitigated through higher clock rates for the same number of cores.
Chapter 6

Region Aware Cache Partitioning

In recent years, high performance computing systems have obtained more processing cores and share a last level cache (LLC). However, as their number grows, the core-to-way ratio in the LLC increases, presenting problems to existing cache partitioning techniques which require more ways than cores. Further, effective energy management of the LLC becomes increasingly important due to its size.

Most previous work on cache energy saving for LLC, including the solution proposed in Chapter 5, holds good when the core to cache way ratio is 1:4. This ratio means that for a two core system, the LLC will have 8 ways, similarly for a four core system, the LLC will have 16 ways. However this ratio does not hold good for many core systems, which have a core to way ratio of 1:2 or 1:1. This chapter proposes a Region Aware Cache Partitioning (RECAP), an LLC energy-saving scheme for high-performance, many-core processors, that has the core to way ratio of 1:2 or 1:1.

RECAP partitions the data within the cache into shared and private regions. Applications only access the ways containing the type of data that they require, realizing dynamic energy savings. Any ways that are not within the shared or private regions can be turned off to save static energy. The proposed partitioning scheme is evaluated using an 8-core CMP running multi-programmed workloads and shows that it achieves 68% dynamic and 33% static energy savings in the shared LLC with no performance loss. Across the multi-threaded applications, RECAP achieves 77% dynamic and 60% static energy savings, again with no slowdown.
6.1 Introduction

The last level cache (LLC) within a chip multiprocessor (CMP) is the largest cache within the processor and is often shared among all cores on the chip. It accounts for a significant fraction of the total chip power budget, therefore decreasing its energy consumption realizes significant system benefits. However, it is a critical structure for performance, standing between the rest of the processor and long-latency main memory. Therefore, any energy-saving scheme for the LLC should cause minimal or no performance degradation.

There is a rich body of work in the literature proposing cache energy reduction techniques, although, till date, the majority of existing research has focused on single-core systems. These schemes reduce static energy consumption by turning off parts of the cache, or achieve dynamic energy savings by predicting the ways that should be accessed for each load or store. However, the filtering effects of the higher-level caches in a CMP make the access patterns hard to predict, meaning that these schemes are not suitable for a multi-core scenario.

In the last ten years, cache partitioning for performance has received significant interest [124, 125, 137, 138], the idea being to give each core a share of the cache resources according to their needs. These schemes have the potential to realize significant performance increases, yet for the most part they do not consider energy saving within the LLC at all. Further, to work effectively they often require the number of ways to be more than the number of sharing cores.

This work takes a different approach. Instead of partitioning based on the requirements of each core, RECAP partitions based on the type of data that is being accessed — shared or private. Consider Figure 6.1 which shows the number of accesses to
shared and private data within the LLC for the Parsec benchmark suite and the amount of shared and private data resident in the cache for the system described in Section 5.3. The overwhelming majority (80%) of accesses request shared data, yet the vast majority of data in the cache is actually private (93%). Other researchers have seen similar statistics [27].

This motivates Region-Aware Cache Partitioning architecture (RECAP), which is shown in Figure 6.2. RECAP identifies and separates private and shared data, justifying the former to the left-hand side of the cache and the latter to the right. When an access requires private data, only the ways on the left of the cache need to be activated, and vice-versa for shared requests. This way alignment of data allows us to realize significant dynamic energy savings. Further, RECAP monitors the cache usage of each core in the system and dynamically restricts the size of the private region for each one. This means that ways in the centre of the cache become unused and can be turned off for static energy savings. In the literature, RECAP was the first to use separate partitioned cache regions for private and shared data.

Using RECAP’s technique in the simulation infrastructure described in Section 6.3, for an 8-core system with an 8-way cache achieves dynamic energy savings of 68% and static energy savings of 33% with no performance loss across a range of multi-programmed workloads. For multi-threaded applications, RECAP achieves 77% dynamic and 60% static energy savings at the same level of performance. Further, RECAP introduces a simple scheme whereby all cores help in flushing dirty data back to

![Figure 6.2: Example data layouts for differing workloads in RECAP.](image)
main memory when a core no longer requires a cache way, and shows that this is 85% faster and consumes 98% less energy than a basic technique that relies on a single core alone.

The rest of this section is structured as follows. Section 6.2 presents RECAP, then Section 6.3 describes the experimental methodology. Section 6.4 evaluates RECAP approach on an 8-core systems and analyses the results. Section 6.5 concludes.

### 6.2 The RECAP Architecture

There are two parts to RECAP. The first is the monitoring of cache usage for each individual core. This allows us to determine the optimal number of cache ways to assign to each core to maintain high performance but enable significant energy reduction. The second part actually implements the way assignments and realizes these energy benefits. This chapter assumes a serially-accessed last level cache, as is the norm. Therefore dynamic energy savings come from the tag side only.

Figure 6.3 gives an overview of RECAP. All accesses from the higher-level caches pass through the directory on their way to the LLC. Over an interval containing a fixed number of instructions, these accesses are monitored by the cache usage logic and are then used to make partitioning decisions. These are written into the access permission registers (APRs) that sit before the cache ways, to control which cores have access to each way. Data that is private to a particular thread is kept left-justified in the cache (i.e., in the low-numbered ways) whereas shared data is kept right-justified (i.e., in the
The proposed cache architecture is orthogonal to existing cache partitioning schemes [109, 130, 137] because these techniques consider cache partitioning only when the number of ways is greater than or equal to the number of cores. RECAP cache partitioning is performed whatever the core-to-way ratio is. Further, RECAP approach can be applied to any LLC configuration, from banked NUCAs to multiple, independent LLCs.

This chapter first describes the cache monitoring scheme, then explains access permission registers in more detail. Then it describes how to reconfigure the ways that each core can access, as well as how to keep private and shared data separate. Finally, the overheads associated with RECAP cache architecture are explained.

### 6.2.1 Usage Monitoring

RECAP cache architecture builds on prior work to determine the optimal number of ways for each core. RECAP uses utility monitors [109] to track the accesses by each core to characterize each thread’s use of the cache. These monitors have been used by other partitioning techniques [130, 137]. However, the operating system could also provide this information [112].

Algorithm 3 is used to determine the partitions. RECAP is not concerned with allocating ways to each core individually, so it only needs to find the number of ways for each core to achieve its highest utility (max μ). RECAP assumes all threads have equal priority and therefore gives each core a number of ways based on the performance benefits it can realize from them. If threads were to have differing priorities, RECAP can incorporate this information into Algorithm 3 by increasing the number of ways that high-priority threads receive and decreasing the number of ways allocated to low-priority threads.

### 6.2.2 Cache Partitioning Control

To control each core’s accesses to the LLC, and to enforce way-aligned data, RECAP introduces an access permission register (APR) to each way. The layout of these registers is shown in Figure 6.3. Each APR has one bit per core to indicate whether a core has access permission to the associated way. There is an additional shared bit to indicate a way shared by all cores and a further flush bit which is used when contracting a core’s cache allocation. The process of contraction is explained in Section 6.2.3.
Algorithm 3: Determine the cache requirement for each core.

\[
T_{Ways} = N; /* Total number of cache ways in LLC*/
\]

blocks\_req[\(c\)] = 0; /* For each competing core, \(c\) */

\textbf{foreach core \(c\) do}

\[\text{max\_mu}[c] = \text{get\_max\_mu}(c, T_{Ways});\]

\[\text{blocks\_req}[c] = \text{min blocks to get max\_mu}[c] \text{ for core } c;\]

return blocks\_req;

\textbf{get\_max\_mu}(c, T_{Ways}):

\[\text{max\_mu} = 0;\]

\textbf{for} \(j = 1; j \leq T_{Ways}; j++ \) \textbf{do}

\[U = \text{change in misses for core } c \text{ when moving from 0 to } j \text{ ways};\]

\[\text{mu} = U / j;\]

\textbf{if} \(\text{mu} > \text{max\_mu} \text{ then}\]

\[\text{max\_mu} = \text{mu};\]

return max\_mu;

For a given cache way, when a core’s bit is set in the corresponding APR, it has permission to both read and write in that way. When it is unset, then the core cannot access that way at all. However, during contraction, the flush bit is set and this allows all threads to read from that way, regardless of their core bit in the APR. This leads to three possible modes of operation, with read access to a way controlled by APR[\(id\)] — APR[\(fl\)], and write permission by APR[\(id\)], where \(id\) is the core’s id and \(fl\) is the flush bit. With the core’s APR bit set, the core can both read and write in that way. With the core’s bit unset, but the flush bit set, the core can only read from the way. When both bits are clear, then the core cannot access that way at all.

Since the number of cache ways may be equal to or less than the number of cores, more than one core will have its APR bit set for certain ways. Thus RECAP provides pseudo way-alignment, in contrast to other schemes [130], utilizing the cache more effectively.

The APR register enforces the cache partitioning by only allowing cores to access certain ways. At the same time, this enables dynamic energy savings because cores only need to access the ways where they have permission. If the APR for a way is totally clear (i.e., all core bits, shared and flush bits unset), then the way can be turned off, realizing static energy savings.
Algorithm 4: Steps taken to reconfigure the cache.

**Step 1:** Initially all cores share the left-most way for private data and right-most way for shared data.

**Step 2:** At the end of each interval, run Algorithm 3.

**Step 3:** When a core requires more ways than in the previous interval, it expands its ways in the private region towards the right.

**Step 4:** When a core requires fewer ways than in the previous interval, it contracts out of the right-most ways in the private region.

**Step 5:** Repeat Step 2 to Step 4.

### 6.2.3 Cache Reconfiguration

Algorithm 4 gives a high-level overview of the steps taken after each phase interval, having calculated the way requirements for each core with Algorithm 3. Initially all cores share one cache way (way 0) so all core bits in the APR for this way are set, enabling full access to all threads. When a core requires more cache ways than it currently has, RECAP enters an expansion mode for that thread. On the other hand, when a core needs fewer ways than it currently has access to, RECAP enters a contraction mode.

#### 6.2.3.1 Expansion Mode

Expanding the number of ways that a core can access is simply a matter of setting the appropriate bit in the APR for each way that the core requires. If any of the ways were previously turned off, then they are enabled once more.

#### 6.2.3.2 Contraction Mode

When a core requires fewer ways than it currently has, the cache cannot simply reset the core’s APR bit for the ways it no longer needs. This is because the core may have dirty data in those ways which it still needs to read. Therefore, RECAP only prevents write access to those ways and flush dirty data back to main memory as each set is
accessed. To keep track of the sets that need to be flushed (if they contain dirty data), RECAP provides a bit vector for each way that is initially clear, with each bit being set according to the sets that are accessed. Once this contraction bit vector is totally set, no more dirty data from the contracting core exists in that way and all permissions can be removed.

One downside with this approach is that it can take many cycles for all sets to be accessed, which decreases the effectiveness of RECAP partitioning scheme and can lead to fewer energy savings (because it takes longer for unneeded ways to be turned off). To aid the flushing process, RECAP provides an extra bit in the APR, called the flush bit. When this is set, all cores access the corresponding way to flush data back to main memory from the set they are consulting, and set the relevant bit in the contraction bit vector. So instead of one core being responsible for all the flushing, all cores contribute to it, significantly speeding up the contraction process. Whenever a phase transition occurs during the takeover process, RECAP resets the bit vector and starts the whole process again.
6.2.4 Contraction Example

Figure 6.4 shows an example of contraction in practice. In this example there are two cores and four cache ways. Initially, both cores share ways 0 and 1, with core 1 also having full access to way 2, as shown in step 1.

However, after a partitioning decision has been made, core 0 requires just one way, whereas core 1 still needs all three of its ways. Core 0 therefore has to contract and stop using way 1, leaving it just for core 1.

To start this process, core 0’s bit in the APR for way 1 is unset and the flush bit is set. This means that core 0 can no longer write into way 1 and both cores will participate in flushing core 0’s dirty data back to main memory. Notice that the contraction bit vector for this way is clear, showing that no data has been flushed back.

Core 1 now accesses set c. Core 0 does not have any data in way 1 in this set, so no flushing needs to occur, and the corresponding bit in the vector is set to show this. Core 1 now accesses set a and this time some of core 0’s data is in way 1, so it is flushed back to main memory and the relevant bit set. Core 0 accesses set b and also flushes its data back, setting the bit at the same time. Finally, core 1 accesses set d and sets the final bit in the vector.

The cache now recognizes that all bits in the contraction vector are set, so it resets the flush bit in the APR, meaning that contraction is complete. The contraction bit vector is also reset at this point, ready for the next contraction phase. Core 0 can now only access way 0, whereas core 1 can access ways 0 through 2.

6.2.5 Separating Private and Shared Data

One key contribution of RECAP, as highlighted in Section 6.1, is the ability to realize significant energy savings simply based on the type of data being accessed — private or shared. As such, RECAP must be able to identify these different types of data and deal with the situations where they change from one category to the other.

All accesses to the LLC first pass through the directory. RECAP uses the directory information to determine whether the required data is private or shared. Data that is in exclusive or modified states is considered private whereas data that is in a shared state is shared.

When a core accesses the LLC, it only searches in the ways that contain the type of data that it wants, i.e., when looking for private data it only searches the private ways that it has access to (with its core bit set in the APR). When searching for shared data
it only looks in the shared ways (those that have the shared bit set in the APR). When a directory does not have an entry for a particular data item, the core searches its ways in both the private and shared regions.

RECAP uses the default LRU replacement policy to evict data on a miss, requiring only minor changes to the baseline LRU scheme. Upon a core’s access, the cache ways that have that core’s bit set in their APR are enabled and the LRU policy is applied to the enabled ways to find the victim cache block.

There are two situations where RECAP has to alter the category of the data in the LLC. First, if the data is in the shared region but a core wants to write to it, RECAP simply invalidates it in the LLC as usual. If the core then evicts data from its L1 cache (e.g., through a capacity miss), then the data will be written into the private region of the LLC. If, on the other hand, another core requests read access to that data, it will be written back into the LLC’s shared side.

Second, if the data is in the private region, but another core wants to read it, then the data must be placed into the shared region. To do this, RECAP initially sends the block back the requesting core, then invalidates the existing line (flushing dirty data, if necessary) and pre-fetches from main memory, writing into the shared region. This incurs an overhead, but is more simple than implementing logic to move the line between two regions. In practice, this happens infrequently and thus overheads are small.

### 6.2.6 Overheads of RECAP

RECAP uses the same hardware as Qureshi and Patt [109] to monitor cache usage, as is required by other partitioning schemes [130, 137]. RECAP also requires extra bits for the APRs and contraction bit vectors, detailed in Table 6.1. There is one APR per cache way, and each contains a bit per core, a flush bit and a shared bit. There is one contraction bit vector per core and each has a bit per cache set. For an 8-core system with an 8MB, 8-way cache, this comes to a little over 128K bits.

The RECAP cache consumes more power than a standard last level cache, because it has the extra circuitry for monitoring and partitioning. All power overheads are included in simulated results in Section 5.4.

In terms of performance, there is a negligible overhead due to each core being restricted in the number of ways it has access to when replacing data. In other words, RECAP incurs capacity misses slightly more frequently and may evict data that will
Table 6.1: Summary of the hardware overheads of RECAP scheme for an 8-core system with an 8MB, 8-way LLC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APR</td>
<td>10 × 8</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraction Bit Vectors</td>
<td>16,384 × 8</td>
<td>131,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>131,152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be reused shortly afterwards that would not have been evicted had RECAP had access to more ways. However, in practice, this has negligible impact.

### 6.2.7 Summary

This section has described region-aware cache partitioning (RECAP), a high performance, energy-efficient partitioning scheme for last level caches. RECAP identifies private and shared data using information from the directory, placing private data in the left-hand side of the cache and shared data in the right. Additional access permission registers (APRs) control each core’s access to the cache ways. This ensures that data is way-aligned and that unused ways can be easily identified and turned off.

### 6.3 Experimental Methodology

This section describes the environment used to evaluate the proposed cache architecture.
### Parsec Benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blackscholes</th>
<th>Bodytrack</th>
<th>Canneal</th>
<th>Fluidanimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freqmine</td>
<td>Raytrace</td>
<td>Swaptions</td>
<td>X264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Parsec workloads, all using sim-large inputs.

#### 6.3.1 Simulator

RECAP is implemented in gem5 [13]. Table 6.2 shows the configuration of the system. An x86-based in-order processor running an SMP-enabled Linux kernel version 2.6.28 is simulated and an 8-core system is modelled to fully evaluate the effects of sharing and partitioning the last level cache. All level 1 caches are private and all processors share a common level 2 cache. The cache configurations are similar to those used by others [91, 106]. Cacti [132] at 45nm is used to obtain energy information. Finally, as in prior work [109], a 5 million cycle phase interval for monitoring and partitioning decisions is assumed.

#### 6.3.2 Workloads

Parsec benchmarks [12] are used for the multi-threaded applications and a random mix of benchmarks from SPEC CPU2006 [122] for the multi-programmed workloads. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the applications. To choose the application mixes for SPEC, RECAP groups benchmarks based on their misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) values, denoting those with a value greater than 5 as *thrashing* applications. Then randomly selected mixes of 8 benchmarks containing 1 through 7 thrashing applications is used. So, in Table 6.4, 3T-1 refers to the first group containing 3 thrashing applications. Programs are ordered in Table 6.4 so that the thrashing applications occur first.

The *sim-large* inputs are used for all Parsec applications, simulating the parallel region in full. For the SPEC workloads *reference* inputs are used. Each application is fast-forwarded by 20 billion instructions, warmed-up the caches and branch predictor for 500 million instructions and then simulated for at least 1 billion further instructions, per application, as is common practice [44, 137]. Statistics are reported for 1 billion instructions per benchmark, but all applications continued running until the last program in the mix had reached this instruction count, to keep contending for cache resources.
Table 6.4: SPEC2006 combinations, all using reference inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1T-1</td>
<td>Mcf, Astar, Calc., Povray, Sjeng, Xalan, DealII, H264.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T-2</td>
<td>Art, Bzip2, Gobmk, Namd, Omn., Perl., Gromacs, Xalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T-3</td>
<td>Equake, Omn., Astar, Gromacs, Gobmk, H264., Sjeng, Bzip2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2T-1</td>
<td>Sphinx3, Art, Gcc, Bzip2, DealII, Gobmk, Xalan, Povray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2T-2</td>
<td>Soplex, Lbm, Astar, Gobmk, H264., Namd, Sjeng, Perl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2T-3</td>
<td>Mcf, Milc, Omn., Gcc, Xalan, Sjeng, Calc., Gromacs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T-1</td>
<td>Mcf, Lbm, Milc, Bzip2, Namd, Povray, Sjeng, H264.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T-2</td>
<td>Equake, Sphinx3, Libq., Omn., Sjeng, Gromacs, Astar, Gobmk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T-3</td>
<td>Lbm, Libq, Soplex, Astar, Calc., Bzip2, Sjeng, H264.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T-1</td>
<td>Equake, Sphinx3, Soplex, Lbm, Calc., Gromacs, Gcc, Gobmk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T-2</td>
<td>Mcf, Milc, Libq., Art, Astar, Bzip2, Perl., Xalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T-3</td>
<td>Art, Equake, Sphinx3, Libq., Gcc, Omn., Namd, Povray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T-1</td>
<td>Mcf, Lbm, Milc, Soplex, Libq., Gcc, Sjeng, Xalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T-2</td>
<td>Equake, Mcf, Lbm, Sphinx3, Art, Astar, Povray, Calc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T-3</td>
<td>Milc, Equake, Sphinx3, Libq., Lbm, Omn., DealII, Namd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6T-1</td>
<td>Mcf, Equake, Lbm, Libq., Art, Milc, Gcc, Sjeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6T-2</td>
<td>Equake, Sphinx3, Mcf, Art, Soplex, Lbm, Astar, Namd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6T-3</td>
<td>Art, Milc, Lbm, Libq., Soplex, Equake, Gromacs, H264.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7T-1</td>
<td>Mcf, Lbm, Milc, Soplex, Libq., Art, Sphinx3, Povray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7T-2</td>
<td>Equake, Sphinx3, Art, Libq., Lbm, Milc, Soplex, Bzip2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7T-3</td>
<td>Art, Equake, Mcf, Soplex, Sphinx3, Lbm, Libq., Gcc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.3 Comparison Approaches

One significant problem with implementing comparison approaches is that existing schemes for cache partitioning only work when there are more cache ways than there are cores sharing that cache. RECAP is flexible and scalable, so is independent of the core to cache way ratio. Therefore, only one comparison technique, DRRIP is implemented, which is a state-of-the-art cache replacement policy targeting high-performance [68]. In the experiments, 32 set duelling monitors [108] with $\varepsilon = 1/32$ are used.

6.4 Evaluation

This chapter has evaluated RECAP in terms of performance and energy consumption on a 8-core system with a 16-way and then an 8-way LLC. It also analyses the results
in terms of access patterns and data category transfer.

### 6.4.1 Evaluation on a Sixteen-Way System

Figures 6.5 to 6.7 show the performance and energy consumption for each application and mix. When all cores contend for the cache, DRRIP preserves parts of the working set that lead to better performance. It protects the data of non-thrashing applications from that belonging to the thrashing applications. However, for DRRIP to work effectively, it needs more cache ways than there are cores. In particular, when there are not enough ways to play with, it has difficulty preserving the correct data that benefits overall performance the most. Therefore, it makes suboptimal choices from time-to-time, leading to performance that can be lower than the baseline LRU scheme.

Using RECAP, there is no reduction in performance. In fact, *canned* achieves a minor performance boost (of 2%) when using RECAP. This is because when the cache is unmanaged, the first three threads use almost all the cache resources, restricting the
other 5. RECAP efficiently partitions the cache, limiting the number of ways to allocate to these three unfriendly threads, and therefore allowing the others to obtain more performance through an increased share of cache resources. On an average, RECAP achieves 3% better performance compared to DRRIP for the SPEC application mixes and the same performance for the multi-threaded workloads.

RECAP achieves significant dynamic and static energy savings that cannot be realized by DRRIP, since it only targets performance. Figure 6.6 shows the energy consumption of the SPEC application mixes, which averages 22% for dynamic energy and 60% for static energy. Application mix 7T-3 achieves a large reduction of 81% in dynamic energy. The benchmarks in this mix access an average of just 1 or 2 ways, leading to these savings. Notice that, in general, although all application mixes achieve significant energy savings, the mixes on the right achieve more savings than those on the left. This is because the benchmark combinations on the right have a greater number of thrashing applications which are contained in only a couple of ways.
In terms of static energy savings, the best energy savings are achieved by groups 2T-2 and 7T-1. In the former, there are two thrashing applications, whereas there are seven in the latter. RECAP successfully contains these threads in 1 or 2 ways. The other applications in the mixes require only 3 ways in total, meaning that only 4 or 5 ways need to be allocated at any time. The other ways are turned off, leading to the static energy savings of over 50% in each case (42% and 45% static energy consumption compared to the baseline respectively).

The energy consumption of the multi-threaded workloads is shown in Figure 6.7. Here, blackscholes achieves the largest reduction in dynamic energy of 88%, again due to the fact that it only accesses 1 or 2 ways, on an average. canneal and freqmine achieve poor static energy savings. For canneal, this is due to all threads needing to access a significant number of ways, meaning that there is little opportunity to turn any off. On the other hand, freqmine has one core that needs access to all ways. Even though the other 7 cores can happily survive with fewer ways, this first core would
suffer a severe performance loss if it was restricted to fewer ways. Hence, again, for the majority of the execution time, all 16 ways need to be turned on and static energy savings of only 10% can be realized for canneal, or 16% for freqmine.

### 6.4.2 Evaluation on an Eight-Way System

Section 6.4.1 presented results when the number of cores was greater than the number of LLC ways. This section evaluates the scalability of RECAP by showing its performance when the number of ways is the same as the number of cores. This is done by using a cache of the same capacity, but half the number of ways (i.e., an 8MB, 8-way LLC). Other cache partitioning schemes cannot cope with this scenario, since they assume that there are more ways than cores within the LLC. Cache partitioning can be implemented in RECAP because it does not enforce a fixed and separate partition to each core, but a pseudo partitioning technique that allows the entire region space to be used by all threads that share the partition. Figure 6.8 shows that this achieves the
As can be seen in Figure 6.9, the dynamic energy consumption of RECAP is significantly less than the baseline for the SPEC application mixes (32% of the dynamic and 69% of the static energy consumption, on average). The results for the multi-threaded workloads (Figure 6.10) are similar, with an average consumption of 23% dynamic and 40% static energy. These show that even with less scope for energy saving (i.e., 8 ways compared to 16, so more pressure on each way), RECAP is still able to realize significant energy reduction without causing slowdown.

However, groups 2T-3 and 4T-3 achieve disappointing static energy savings of 10% and 8% respectively. Both mixes contain an application that benefits from a large number of cache ways. In 2T-3 it is xalan, which requires 7 ways, and in 4T-3 it is povary, which requires 6. These applications limit the number of ways that can be turned off, and hence the static energy savings available. This effect can be seen, to an
Figure 6.10: Energy consumption of an 8-core system with an 8-way cache running Parsec benchmarks.

extent, in all mixes containing xalan (1T-1, 1T-2, 2T-1, 4T-2, and 5T-1).

6.4.3 Analysis

Figures 6.11-6.15 analyse these results by showing heat maps corresponding to the stack distance [89] for each core. The darker the colour of a given rectangle, the greater the number of accesses by that core to that distance. In spec mix, programs are assigned to ways in the same order as in Table 6.4.

For blackscholes it is easy to see that the majority of the accesses are concentrated in the MRU or second position. This means that blackscholes can survive with only 2 last-level cache ways, and explains the energy savings shown in Figure 6.10. Turning back to canneal and freqmine, described previously, it is clear to see that threads 0 - 2 require the most ways for the former, and thread 0 for the latter, which leads to fewer static energy savings.
Figure 6.11: Heat maps showing frequency of ways accessed by each core in Parsec applications.
Figure 6.12: Heat maps showing frequency of ways accessed by each core in Parsec applications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack Distance</th>
<th>Core Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accesses (Log Scale)

Figure 6.13: Heat maps showing frequency of ways accessed by each core in SPEC2006 application mixes.
Figure 6.14: Heat maps showing frequency of ways accessed by each core in SPEC2006 application mixes.
Figure 6.15: Heat maps showing frequency of ways accessed by each core in SPEC2006 application mixes.
For some benchmarks (e.g., blackscholes, fluidanimate, and swaptions), the access patterns are similar across all cores. However, for other applications (e.g., canneal and x264), there are two distinct groups of threads that have similar access patterns within each group but entirely different patterns across groups. RECAP achieves large dynamic and static energy savings when all cores have similar cache requirements with a small stack distance. However, when the cores have varying cache access patterns, RECAP can realize large dynamic energy savings (by restricting the cores with small stack distance requirements), but is limited in the static energy savings it can achieve (because the cores with large stack distance patterns occupy more ways). In general, the dynamic energy savings achieved by RECAP are influenced by the number of ways allocated to the cores that make the most accesses. Static energy savings, however, are influenced by the cores that require the most amount of cache space.

Figures 6.13-6.15 show heatmaps for the SPEC application mixes. Here the colours are darker across the stack distances, meaning that, in general, each core requires more ways to keep high performance. This explains the generally lower energy savings seen in Figure 6.9 compared to Figure 6.10, although since the majority of accesses are made to stack distances 0 and 1, RECAP can still realize significant energy savings.

One application, in particular, makes few accesses to the last-level cache and requires a small stack distance when it does so. This is dealII, which is scheduled on core 6 in 1T-1, core 4 in 2T-1, and core 6 in 5T-3 and is a significant outlier in this analysis of this set of benchmarks.

Considering the static energy savings, from Figure 6.9 again, the large savings are achieved by 2T-2 and 7T-1. In 2T-2, the six non-thrashing applications (towards the right-hand side of the heatmap) mostly have low stack distance requirements. Hence there is an opportunity to turn off ways. For 7T-1, the single non-thrashing program on core 7 also mainly accesses stack distances up to five ways, which again allows RECAP to turn parts of the cache off.

6.4.4 Cycles Required for Contraction

Section 6.2.3 described how a core contracts out of ways that it no longer has access to, through the use of the flush bit within the APR. This section now evaluates the effectiveness of this bit by comparing three different approaches to contraction. Figure 6.16 shows the results. In the first scheme, labelled Contracting Only, only the contracting core flushes dirty data back to main memory when it leaves a way. The second ap-
Figure 6.16: Number of cycles required to contract out of a way for different flushing schemes.

Approach, *Contracting & Cohabiting*, corresponds to the case where data is flushed by the contracting core and any other cores that already have access to that way. Finally, the scheme labelled *All* is the technique used in RECAP where all cores participate in flushing dirty data back main memory.

It is clear from Figure 6.16 that allowing all cores to flush dirty data provides a significant reduction in the time taken to contract out of a way. On an average, for the SPEC application mixes, only 10m cycles are required, compared with 65m for the first scheme and 59m for the second, meaning that it is 85% faster than simply allowing the contracting core to flush data. For Parsec, the corresponding values are 13m, 77m and 69m. In addition, further experiments show that this is also more energy efficient, requiring only 2% of the dynamic energy required when the contracting core or both contracting and co-habituating cores perform the flushing. Although the dynamic energy consumption is larger initially (because additional cores have access to the contracting way), it is for such a small amount of time compared with the two
Figure 6.17: Number of data blocks transitioning from private to shared and from shared to private.

other schemes that these overheads are subsumed by the benefits of fast contraction. This clearly shows the benefits of the simple addition of the flush bit to the APR and its effectiveness when contracting out of a way.

6.4.5 Data Category Transitioning

Figure 6.17 shows the number of data blocks that transition category from private to shared or vice-versa. This section shows only Parsec benchmarks because there are no transitions with the SPEC application mixes.

As described in Section 6.2.5, data transitions from shared to private do not affect performance but transitions from private to shared require us to invalidate the line in the private region in LLC, then refetch into the shared region from main memory. The two benchmarks with the smallest number of transitions from private to shared are blackscholes and raytrace, with 1m and 1.5m transitions respectively. All other benchmarks have 10m transitions, or more (up to 30m for freqmine). blackscholes, in particular, is known to communicate rarely with other threads in the application, leading to a low number of transitions [99].

On an average, there are 8m transitions from private to shared. However, this is small compared to the overall number of LLC accesses (which is 170m per core on average), so the additional power overheads from refetching data are easily subsumed by the large energy savings.
6.5 Summary

This chapter has proposed RECAP, a region-aware cache partitioning scheme for both multi-programmed and multi-threaded applications running within a shared last-level CMP cache. This approach maintains high performance while saving significant dynamic and static energy. This is achieved by partitioning the cached data into private and shared regions, and only allowing cores to access the ways containing the data type that they seek. Unused ways can be turned off for static energy savings.

This chapter has evaluated RECAP on a 8-core system with a 16-way LLC, showing that it achieves 68% dynamic and 33% static energy savings. Evaluation on the same system with an 8-way LLC maintains high energy savings without any slowdown, showing the scalability of the approach as the number of cores exceeds the number of cache ways.
This chapter presents the summary of contribution of this thesis and discusses possible future directions. The main contribution of this thesis includes the introduction of new energy-efficient cache architectures for single, multi and many core processors.

7.1 Summary Of Contributions

The increasing gap between the speeds of the processor and main memory, motivates the processor vendors to devote the majority of the on-chip transistors to the cache. Traditionally, the same cache design is used in single, multi and many core processors. However, the cache design proposed for a single core processor might not be efficient for the multi core processor and the cache design proposed for the multi core processor might not be efficient for the many core processors. As an example, the reconfigurable caches that are originally proposed for a single core processor, might not be used for a multi core processors. This is due to the frequent phase changes that occur in multi core processors than in single core processor. This dissertation introduces three new cache architectures for three different processor categories that includes single, multi and many core processors.

7.1.1 Single Core Processor

Chapter 4 has presented a new cache architecture, namely the Smart cache for a single core system. Earlier in 2000’s, caches were reconfigured during the start of an application and remain in the pre-selected configuration until completion. As the trend shifts towards the run-time reconfiguration, caches are dynamically reconfigured ac-
cording to the program phases of an application. However, the existing state-of-the-art schemes have not changed their cache architecture to support run-time reconfiguration without flushing the data while increasing the associativity and maintaining the same cache size. This is something that the Smart cache avoids during run-time cache reconfiguration.

The Smart cache aligns ways at set boundaries, which is an important feature to avoid flushing of data while increasing the associativity. This alignment of data helps in accessing fewer cache ways for reduced associativity than the state-of-the-art scheme. The state-of-the-art cache scheme is implemented in the simulation infrastructure described in Section 4.4. Thus, Smart cache offers better reduction in dynamic energy compared to the state-of-the-art scheme. On an average, the energy-delay of Smart cache was 18% better than the state-of-the-art schemes.

SPEC CPU2000 and SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks were used as workloads. Machine learning was used to predict the required cache size and associativity for the current program phase, based on the observation of the previous program phase. When all three caches, namely instruction, data and level-2 cache were reconfigured simultaneously, Smart cache achieves an energy-delay reduction of 50% compared to the baseline. Results were presented for both, decision tree and linear regression models. Decision tree is preferred over linear regression, due to reduced hardware overhead associated with the decision tree. Leave-one-out cross validation was used for evaluation. The superiority of the decision tree model was shown by training the model with SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks and predicting SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks.

The Smart cache architecture was extended to multi cores with two and four cores. A decision tree model was used to predict the required cache size and associativity. On an average, Smart cache achieved an energy-delay reduction of 45% and 12% for two and four core workloads respectively, when compared to a baseline configuration described in Section 4.4.

The Smart cache is most suitable for embedded systems that have a single processing core and are expected to be power efficient. This can range from mobile phones to hand-held tablets.

7.1.2 Multi Core Processor

The Smart cache was good for a single core system. Extending the Smart cache to multi cores, provides a diminishing reduction in energy-delay. This diminishing reduction in
energy-delay was observed from the results of two core and four core systems of the Smart cache. This is due to the frequent phase changes that occur among the applications that run on different cores that share a LLC. This results in frequent flushing of data that hurts the performance. This motivates the need for a new cache architecture for multi core system that share the LLC.

When the cores share the LLC (a core-to-LLC way ratio of 1:4 is used), they compete with each other for the LLC space. This leads to a behaviour where one application running on one core tries to evict another application’s data that runs on a different core. To overcome this behaviour, cache partitioning was used. The state-of-the-art cache partitioning schemes were targeted purely for high-performance. Chapter 5 has presented a new cache partitioning scheme, namely cooperative partitioning that offers significant reduction in energy (both static and dynamic energy), while maintaining high-performance.

SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks were used as workloads. Cooperative partitioning monitors each individual applications’ cache requirements through the shadow tag, which adds less than 2% hardware overhead to the LLC. Basically, a shadow tag was used to compute the stack distance and this information was computed for each application running on each individual core. Later, they were passed to the partitioning algorithm that makes the partition decision based on the benefit ratio or percentage improvement in the hit ratio, compared to its current allocations. Cache ways were allocated to an application with more improvement in hit ratio, when compared to other applications. A threshold value of 5% was used in the partitioning algorithm, any improvement in hit ratio of the competing applications above this value gets the cache way and any improvement in hit ratio below this value does not get a cache way. The unallocated cache ways were turned-off to reduce the static energy.

Cooperative partitioning maintains a way-aligned data, meaning that each core knows the cache ways that has its data. This way-alignment helps in the reduction of dynamic energy, as each core accesses only the required cache ways that has its data. The state-of-the-art cache partitioning along with fixed partitioning is implemented in the simulation infrastructure described in Section 5.3. Results show that on an average, cooperative partitioning achieves 67% and 25% reduction in dynamic and static energy, respectively, for a two core system and achieves 83% and 20% reduction in dynamic and static energy, respectively, for a four core system, compared to the baseline configuration.

The assumption of this core-to-LLC way ratio holds for desktop systems with two
or four cores, sharing an 8-way or a 16-way LLC respectively. Commercial examples that have this core-to-LLC way ratio include Intel’s two-core Core2Duo and Intel’s four-core i7.

### 7.1.3 Many Core Processors

Results from cooperative partitioning have shown that this scheme is scalable. This was inferred from the reduction in dynamic and static energy for two to four cores, either the reduction numbers stay the same or it improves. Cooperative partitioning was good for systems that have more LLC ways compared to cores, with a core-to-LLC ratio of 1:4.

However, with the increasing number of cores, this ratio is no longer valid. When the core-to-LLC ratio drops to 1:2 or 1:1, the state-of-the-art partitioning schemes and cooperative partitioning cannot be used. This motivates the need for a new partitioning scheme targeting many cores. Chapter 6 has presented a new cache partitioning scheme, namely region aware cache partitioning (RECAP) that offers a significant reduction in energy (both static and dynamic energy), while maintaining high-performance.

Like cooperative partitioning, RECAP monitors individual application’s cache requirement through the shadow tag and the stack distance calculated from the shadow tag for each individual core, is passed to the partitioning algorithm. This partitioning algorithm differs from cooperative partitioning in five aspects.

First, RECAP allocates LLC ways to all applications that show 5% improvement in hit ratio. Whereas, in cooperative partitioning, the application that shows more improvement in hit ratio compared to other applications and also this improvement should be at least 5% more than its current way allocations, will get the LLC way.

Second, after allocating the cache ways, RECAP groups the applications that has similar cache requirement into one group and if no similarity was observed, it creates a new group.

Third, RECAP left justifies the groupings. Therefore, Way 0 will be shared by all the cores, Way 1 to remaining will be shared by cores depending on the cache requirement of the grouping.

Fourth, RECAP uses the directory information to distinguish between shared and private data. As mentioned above, private data was left justified and shared data was right justified.
Fifth, RECAP proposes a pseudo-way aligned data, meaning that a LLC way may contain other cores data as well. Whereas in cooperative partitioning, a LLC way has only one core data.

SPEC CPU2006 and PARSEC 2.1 benchmarks each were used as workloads for multi-programmed and multi-threaded scenarios. The core consult only the required ways that have its data. When the request is for a shared data, then only the way that has the shared data is activated. This offers a significant reduction in dynamic energy. The unused cache ways can be turned off to reduce the static power. The state-of-the-art cache replacement policy is implemented in the simulation infrastructure described in Section 6.3. Results show that on an average, for an eight core system, RECAP offers 66% and 33% reduction in dynamic and static energy and 77% and 60% reduction in dynamic and static energy for multi-programmed and multi-threaded workloads respectively, compared to the baseline configuration.

The assumption of this core-to-LLC way ratio holds for server systems with 8 or 16, sharing an 8-way or 16-way LLC respectively. For such systems, RECAP provides an energy-efficient cache architecture whilst maintaining high-performance.

7.2 Future Work

This thesis has proposed new cache architectures for single, multi and many core processors, targeting their application in embedded, desktop and server computing systems respectively. The following describes the future directions where the previously gained knowledge about caches can be applied.

7.2.1 Heterogeneous Systems

High-performance computing systems create an opportunity for the usage of accelerators to speed-up the critical regions of the program execution. When such accelerators are used the system is no longer homogeneous, it becomes heterogeneous system. Different cores operating at different frequencies with different ISAs help in accelerating the speed of execution.

In such a system, managing the LLC according to the heterogeneous core’s requirement will be challenging. A commercial example is an AMD-Fusion core that has an on-chip Central Processing Unit (CPU) and Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) that share the LLC. In a homogeneous CPU sharing the LLC, the LLC is accessed less
frequently compared to the level 1 cache. As most of the requests are served by the level 1 cache.

However, in a heterogeneous system, consisting of CPU and GPU, GPUs access frequency of the LLC is much more compared to the CPU. In such a system, the proposed cooperative partitioning and RECAP will reduce a huge amount of dynamic energy, as the GPUs LLC access frequency is more. However, maintaining a way-aligned data in the presence of CPU and GPU will be an interesting area to explore.

### 7.2.2 Many Core CMPs

As the number of processing cores increases, for example, in a 1000 core system, on-chip caches are banked and are shared among several cores through the network. In such systems, network delay is a major bottleneck for improving the performance. A new cache architecture that keeps the data close to the processing core should be proposed.

State-of-the-art spill/receive architectures and Reactive-NUCA schemes tries to keep the data close to the processing core. These schemes keep the currently required data close to the requesting core. However a lookahead pre-fetching of the data and keeping the future data close to the processing core will overlap the network delay and will allow better utilization of cache that results in improved performance.

### 7.2.3 Graphics Processing Unit

Another direction of future research is extending the RECAP cache partitioning scheme to GPUs. GPUs have a massive number of processing cores. Nvidia Fermi architecture with 32 cores and on-chip cache hierarchy is one such example.

Due to the increasing demand for high-performance computation, the processor vendors allow the inclusion of cache hierarchies to offer better performance. The interference caused in co-executing warps is avoided by effectively partitioning the shared cache according to the warp requirement thereby improving overall performance and also reduces dynamic energy in shared cache by accessing the corresponding warp’s region upon every cache access.

RECAP flushes the data present in an LLC way to make it way-aligned. However in the presence of GPUs, this flushing incurs more performance loss. Allowing a gradual flushing of the data to maintain a way-aligned LLC will be an interesting area to explore.
7.2.4 Using Compiler Hints

Finally, compilers get the opportunity to see the source code of the program before it is actually executed in the processor. Using compilers to give hints about the upcoming program phases of an application, improves the cache reconfiguration decision in a single core processor or cache partitioning decision in a multi or many core processors.

Frequent cache reconfiguration results in poor performance. The state-of-the-art cache reconfiguration or cache partitioning schemes detect the phase on-line and re-configure the cache accordingly. However, the existing schemes does not know the criticality of the phase that has been detected.

Compilers have this information through compiling the source code before its been executed. Passing the information from compilers to the run-time systems, help in improving the performance of the system by making the reconfiguration or partition decision only when required. This leads to a benefit based cache reconfiguration or cache partitioning in single core and multi core processors respectively. This will form a backbone to all the existing cache reconfiguration or cache partitioning schemes.
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